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N~WSLETTER DEADLINE 

The deadlines ~or ready-to-use aaterial ~or the next Newsletter is 
26-Ausust-1977. Material reGuirin~ editins/re-typins .ust be in 
earlier. Ready-to-use aaterial should use an area 6 1/2 inches (16.5 
ca> wide by no .ore than 9 inches (23 c.> lon~ on each paSe. It should 
be sinSle spaced on white bond paper whenever possible and must be 
reasonably clean, lesible and sut~iciently dark ~or sood photosraphic 
l'epl'odu~fion. 

OS/8 V3D 

At the Sprins S~.posiu. DEC con~ir.ed plans ~or OS/8 V3D. This ~il1 be 
basically a ·.aintenance· release with normal bu~ fixes plus the 
solution to the -date proble.- that was docu.ented in previous 
Newslette~s. The principle enhancements are only .inor thinss mostly 
tor the sake ot the VT78 and OS/78. Full details we~e not available. 
The new release will have to include updates to the basic s~stem kit, 
the extensions kit, and the FORTRAN IV kit because the date fix impacts 
the. all. A fir. date for the release was not siven but for practical 
reasons it has to be ea~l~ Fall. Eyer~one's dates will stop workin~ on 
the first of January so the~ all have to have sot ten an update b~ then 
if they want the date to keep workinS. The pricins policies seemed 
uncertain. DEC recosnized the problem that the need to make the date fix 
represents so that it would be nic~ to make the updates available at the 
lowest possible cost. On the other hand DEC seldom passes UP a chance 
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to make mone~ so I have no idea what will happen and at last report the 
Product Line did not seem to know eather. 

MACREL 

I think that DEC con~ir.ed a com.it.ent to release nACREL at the Spring 
Sy.posium (1 hesitate to say ~or sure because there have been ouest ions 
on this point in ~he past). Several ~ield test versiofls have been run 
by a number o~ sites this SprinS. Some o~ the sites reported on their 
experiences at the S~.posiu.. Host o~ the reports were to the e~~ect 
that the~ had (as expected) ~ound a ~air number o~ buSs but that overa11 
the~ were ~nthusiastic ab~ut the basic desiSn and progress to date. At 
the .o.ent 1 think the ~inal decision to release what the~ have is still 
pendins but the .o.entua is towards settins a ~irst version out even if 
it is not Quite per~ect or coaplete. I~ that decision is made soon, the 
~irst release could be available as soon as the middle o~ the Fall, 
however, I don't think a~y comait.ent to a date exists ~et. As reported 
in the DECstation 78 article, a price o~ $350 was mentioned but 1 have 
no idea i~ that is o~ficial. 

DECstation 78 

At the SprinS S~.posium, DEC announced the DECstation 78. a sort o~ an 
LSI PDP-B with video console ter.inal and flopp~ disks. DEC has not 
chosen to .ake available details on this product ~or the Newsletter so I 
will have to depend on .~ own recollections and notes ~rom the SYmposium 
and the liaited in~ormation in their sales brochure. 1 trust DEC will 
correct an~ resultins errors in the next Newsletter. 

The heart o~ the DECstation 78 is the VT7B. It is a VT52 terminal in 
its normal enclosure with the addition o~ one larse circuit board in the 
bottom that mounts a complete LSI PDP-B based on the IH6100 
microprocessor chip. Included on the board are 16K o~ me~orY with 
control, a real-time clock, ?s~nchronous communications, disk and high 
speed data inter~aces, -electronic pro~ram inJection- (EPI), and ROM for 
control in place o~ a ~ront panel. The VT52 and the processor are 
independent with a standard serial inter~ace between them that makes the 
UT52 look like the normal console terminal. This interface runs at UP 

to 9600 baud. The DECstation packa~e includes a dual ~lopp~ disk (RX78) 
that should be compitable with the present RX01. 

The I/O panel on the back o~ the processor contains five ports. Two are 
serial EIA RS232C ports that can be programmed ~or speeds of 50 to 
19,200 baud. There is a parallel I/O port for printers and custom 
interfacin~ that provides bidirectional 12 bit transfers at UP to 15K 
words per second (i.e. proSrammed trans~er - there is no Data Break/DHA 
available or possible). A disk interface port allows connection to the 
RX78. Either one or two dual drive units can be connected ~or a total 
of either two or four drives. The ~ifth port is for the EPI. This is a 
box that pluss into the connector which contains ROM chips or~anized 

like a binar~ paper tape. Part of the built-in CPU control ROM contains 
a version o~ the binary paper tape loader arranged so it can read the 
contents of the EPI box into memory. This sives the possibilit~ of 
loading diagnostics or stand alone prosrams on s~sterns without a disk. 
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It can be arranged to automaticallY load memors °irom the EPI box each 
time the system is started ~or example. 

DEC also announced the LA78 DECprinter. It seems to be an LA180 (180 
character per second serial dot matrix printer) that can plug into one 
o~ the inter~ace ports. They also showed the LPQ78 -letter Quality 
printer- (i.e. standard -daisY wheel- type printer) like the one they 
have been putting into their Word Processing Systems. It inter~aces 
through the 12 bit port to give ~ull control o~ the printer's modes. 

The OS/78 so~tware package was anounced to gO with the hardware. It is 
a subset o~ the next release o~ 05/8 that has been customized to run 
explicitlY on this con~iguration. You should be able to plug in the 
distribution ~loppy disk and run without any con~iguration. The package 
includes most o~ the standard OS/8 package (except ~or FORTRAN II and 
certain other components that were not clear - maybe BUILD ~or exa~ple) 

plus BASIC and FORTRAN IV with a support library that has been shrunk to 
include only the parts that will be use~ul ~or this configuration (i.e. 
no DOUBLE PRECISION or Lab support routines and they say no COMPLEX 
sUPPort routines although some auestions were raised to the erfect that 
COHPLEX should work on this configration and should be included). It 
seemed clear that HACREL and its LINKer as well as TECD will not be 
provided in the package. The new version of the monitor contains 
special ~eatures ~or the sake o~ OS/78 such as SET commands that patch 
the monitor and various other places to support a vidio type console 
terainal better <i.e. rubout is done with backspace, space, backspace 
and the TTY handler has an option that will pause ~or a couple o~ 

seconds a~ter each 24 lines are output to let ~ou look at it as well as 
the re~ular control-5 and control-Q ~or start and stop). These modes 
are con~igured into the distributed version of OS/78 automaticall~ but 
they will also be available in the regular OS/8 V3D release. In ~act 

yOU should be able to run the regular 05/8 s~stem on the '78 but if YOU 

need an~thing be~ond what 05/78 contains, DEC seems to think YOU reall~ 
want to have an~ther, larger system to support the work and you will buy 
standard 05/8 ~or it. 

The DECstation 78 package as shown contained the VT78 Processor/Terminal 
with 16K o~ memory, a dual diskette, a small cart that mounts both (plus 
the second dual drive if YOU set it) and which will roll through 
doorways easily, plus OS/78. This package is priced at about $8245 with 
Field Service ~riced at $68/month. An OEM version witholJt the cart or 
OS/78 was priced at $7895 for single units. The cart is $250, the LA78 
was $3300, OS/78 is $1400 alone but only $100 with a s~stem, and the 
standard prices for RTSa ($550), DECnet ($900), and HACREL ($350) apply. 
There is no Field Installation. The system is designed to be installed 
b~ the end user with no ·special tools· in ·less than an hourw. 

You should note that the extended memory control does not incllJde the 
instruction trap so it will not be possible to run RTS8 with the OS/8 
background task on this machine. Also note that the '78 has no -bus- as 
such at all. It is a self contained packase. The five ports are all 
the interfacing that is possible and no memory expansion is possible. 
We ~ere given some very interesting but brief information on 
configurations for word processing applications. In those packages YOU 
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~et the WPS/78 so~tware rather than OS/78. I~ ~ou wanted 90th OS/78 and 
WPS/78 so~tware ~or one s~ste.p DEC said ~ou would have to pa~ the ~yll 

price ~or one o~ them (i.e. $1400 in the case o~ adding 05/78 to a WPS 
s~ste.). The details o~ what was being o~~ered and ~or how much were 
too complex to tr~ to report here without mor-e in~ormation from DEC. 
The VT7B alone was not aannounced c or priced but it seemed likel~ that 
it will eyentuall~ be o~~ered separatel~. The prospects ~or bu~ing the 
CPU board alone were less hope~ul. At this time it seems that DEC 
reall~ does not like the idea o~ o~~erin~ it alone. Ha~be de&and will 
chan~e their minds in the ~uture. 

Several knowle~able users were heard to co~.ent that the '78 seemed 
overpriced in toda~'s market (some said about $2000) and it is arriving 
a little late but the~ still thought it was a ver~ interestin~ and 
attractive o~~erins. Some thought DEC was comins in hish on the price 
to control what could be a large de.and that might be hard to SUPFly in 
the earl~ months o~ production. I heard it said that the ?rodYct 
develop.ent c~cle ~or the '7B set SOMe sort o~ a record ~or DEC once the 
Product Line ~inall~ decided it wanted to do something with the IH6100. 

~ 

KT8A - 128K MEMORY EXPANSION CONTROL 

DEC gave a session on their new KTBA extended memory control at the 
Spring S~.posiu.. I reQuested details on the product ~rom Jim Willis 
<.anager o~ the PDP-B Product Line) on the 16th o~ Hay so I could give 
co.plete and accurate details in the Newsletter but as o~ the 6th o~ 

JulY Jim has not even acknowledsed .~ reQuest. There~ore the following 
is only ~rom m~ yer~ limited notes. 

The KTBA is a direct replace.ent for the KH8e extended memor~ control 
and instruction trap board. It is a hex wide board however that needs 
the ~ul1 hex width connectors (it uses some wires in the extra two 
connectors to co~.unicate the new extended memory addressing to new 
me.or~ boards that can use it). For this reason it is mostl~ useful in 
PDP-SA boxes only. I~ ~ou do not enable the new modes it should be Just 
about perfectly compatible with the older extended memor~ controls. 
When the new modes are enabled it is possible to address 64K or 128K o~ 

me.or~. A hardware relocation o~ DHA trans~ers on 32K boundries is 
available <i.e. the FPP-8A could be run relocated in 32-64K, 64-96K, or 
96-128K). This permits DMA trans~ers to the entire extended memory with 
no chan~e to existins OMNIBUS inter~aces. The relocation is separate 
~or each DMA device (the priority wires are used to identify which one 
is makinS the trans~er and which two bit relocation register to use). 
This ~eature also makes it ~ossible to write an OS/B background task ~or 
RTSe or some other real-time or time-sharing s~stem that could run 
FORTRAN IV with the FPP8A. In seneral there is a relocation feature 
that automatically will relocate (~ield-wise) a user mode proSram (i.e. 
abase and bounds relocation-) throush hardware implemented mappinS o¥ 
CDF, CIF, RDF, and RIF. With this feature in use 05/8 could run under a 
rnodi~ied version o~ the RTSe support task at an estimated 95~ of full 
speed rather than the current 10% to 50%. (DEC did not sa~ they were 
soins to write either of these modi~ications to OS8SUP by the wa~.) You 
can choose to have the hardware map the ~irst few fields (~ou have to 
start with ~ield 0 I think) and trap re~erences to higher fields ir ~ou 
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like. You can choose to enable or disable trapping of other lOT 
instructions while YOU are usin~ the memor~ mapping ~eatures. 
Unfortunately YOU cannot selectively chose which lOTs to trap as in some 
previous work in this area. 

I~ ~ou choose to expand to 64K YOU only give UP device code 17 (i.e. 
IOTs 6170 thru 6177). ~ll the new memory addressing instructions are 
sQueezed into the unused lOTs in the existins 6200 thru 6277 series o~ 
extended memory control instructions. Actually the 4th or most 
sisni~icant bit of the ~ield desi~nation in 64K ~ode is Just placed in 
bit position 9 of a reSular extended memory instruction so, ~or example, 
CDF to fields 0 thru 7 is 6201 thru 6271 and CDF to fields a thru 15 is 
6205 thru 6275. When YOU enable the extended addressin~ modes the KT8A 
starts responding to lOT 6170 ~or various control and maintenance 
~unctions but if YOU stay in standard 32K mode device code 17 remains 
available ~Qr uther useS. 

When YOU expand beyond 64K YOU have to give UP device codes 30 thru 37. 
They are used to address the upper 64K in exactlY the same way as codes 
20 thru 27 were used to address the lowe~ 64K. Thus the 5th bit of the 
~e.ory ~ield designation appears in bit 5. The CDFs to ~ields 16 thru 
23 are 6301 thru 6371 and the CDFs to fields 24 thru 31 are 6305 thru 
6375 ~or example. 

So we have UP to 32 fields that are treated almost exactlY the same way 
the old 8 fields were. It is now possible to address UP to 128K in one 
program module with almost no increase in complexity over the old 32K 
versions. Compare this with the PDP-11 where extending a single program 
module to address beyond 32K is a very painful process that is rarely 
done even thoush it is badly needed for man~ applications. 

For further details and prices YOU will have to contact ~or your local 
salesman. 

SPRING SYMPOSIUM -WRAP UP-SESSION-

In the past couple o~ ~ears it has become customary to hold a ·wrap-up 
session· on the last day o~ the S~mposium where the DECUS leadership 
(i.e. SIG chairman, DECUS of~icers and staf~, and S~mposium Committee) 
meet with DEC mana~ement representatives to review what has happened 
during the SYmposium and to discuss each other's the concerns and needs. 
This aspect of user-DEC communication has grown to be viewed as a very 
important component of the DECUS-DEC relationship. 

I reS ret to report that DEC's representitive to the the wrap-up session 
~or the PDP-8 Product Line decided that she ~ould not attend. After the 
session I spoke to her and she indicated that her actions were 
intentional and that she was aware of what she was doing. I feel that 
this was an insult to th~ 12 Bit SIG, to the S~mposium Committee, and to 
all of DECUS. I hope that this ~oung woman was acting on her own and 
not with the concurrance o~ the Product Line. Cooperation between the 
12 Bit SIG and the various parts of DEC has alwa~s been open, honest, 
cooperative and mutuall~ beneficial. It would be unfortunate and very 
disapPQintins to see that relationship replaced by a hostile, adversary 
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one now. Let's all hope that the Product Line's reluctance to cooperate 
in recent months has been oversisht due to preoccupation with the new 
developments reported elsewere in this issue and that the~ will now have 
time to restore the old, open, cooperative attitude that has always 
~revailed 

I invite the PDP-8 Product Line to respond with their own view o~ this 
~or the next Newsletter so we can all understand where they stand and 
what we can expect ~rom our relationship in the ~uture. 

DECUS/US LIBRARY COMMITTEE 

DurinS the Sprins SYmposium the Library committee discussed o~~ering 
standa.d packages o~ progra~s, custom ~ackin~ services, media conversion 
services, improved catalogs and cataloS costs, the impact c~ hobbyists 
on the Library, another Library price ircrease, user su?plied media 
policies, reauiring machine readable documo~tation ~or all submissions 
and progress o~ the evaluation o~ the TPL PDP-12 ~or possible 
aCQuisition b~ the Library. 

Chuck Conley (DECUS Library Director) reported that in the six months 
since it was decided at the Fall SYmposium to evaluate the PDP-12 the 
machine had never worked correctly and it has been impossible to ~et it 
re?aired. Chuck ~avored droppins consideration of the 12 and per~erred 
consideration o~ a PDP-it ~or the Library. Some o~ the committee 
indicated that they could not accept the idea that it was impossible to 
get the 12 running and kee? it that way and that they thought the 
machine had not had a ~air evaluation as yet. It was decided to have 
Chuck and the rest o~ the DECUS staf~ give the evaluation ooe more trY. 
As this is being written I understand a team from the Tr~ditional 
Product Line and DEC's -In-house Field Service- are finallY makins a 
concerted e~~ort to ~et the 12 UP and running solidl~. 

I~ the 12 can be made to run reliabl~ it could provide a ~ull range o~ 
media conversion services, standard packa~e creation anJ even custom 
packing services ~or the entire 12 bit community. It would let DECUS do 
a large P?~t of its media copying ~or the other machin~s in-house and it 
would support some o~ the inter-librar~ trans~ers that are desired (a 
FORTRAN proS,'am ~rom the PDP-10 Library copied over to an OS/8 tape or 
flopp~ for example). 

The price increase was tabled until the DECUS staff can come UP with 
much better cost in~ormation for the Librar~ and the rest o~ DECUS. It 
looks as though users will no lonSer be able to supply their own media 
when ordering programs as they have in the past. The reason this was 
done in the past was to keep costs to the user down but it creates many 
problems for the op~r~tion o~ the library <like setting bad tapes with 
orders and reduced inco~e). Tne committee favored a review of pricing 
policies to So with this move however, as it was thou~ht that the higher 
cost for DECUS supplied media was goinS to cut down on who could order 
and how much the~ could get. 
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Some e~~ort is bein~ made to ~ind wa~s to improve the catalo~s. For 
example we are experimentin~ with a combined KWIC index o~ all hi~her 
level lan~uase prosrams in all the libraries and various ideas ~or cross 
re~erence indexes o~ the individual cataloss. The cos~ o~ the 12 bit 
library cataloss is b~c~mins a very serious issue. About 8000 copies o~ 
each hal~ o~ the cataloS and each supplement are sEot out now. Printins 
and mailins costs are a maJor budset item. At present names are only 
deleted ~rom the catalog list if mail to them is returned by the Post 
af~ice so the list Just keeps ~ettins bisger and bisser. Chuck's latest 
proposal on this is to .ail the next catalos IJpdate to all the names on 
the 12 Bit SIG <i.e. this Newsletter> mailinS list and to send cards to 
eyeryo~e else on the catalos list asking them to con~irm that the~ still 
want to receive the 12 Bit library CataloSs. Those that respond will 
receive the update~ Thi3 proposal might change be~ore it is finalized 
but the idea that the SIG members are considered to be su~~iciently 
above the averaSe level of interest to be considered ~or special 
treatment is interestins. 

The IH6100 based imitations of the PDP-8 and the rumors about the 
p~sibility that Heathkit will offer a PDP-l1 compatible computer kit 
stired UP interest in the subJect of how the Libra~y should deal with 
hobbyist activities. No decisions were made but it is apparent that the 
co&mittee will have to keep a close watch on developments in this area. 

A little progress was made on the Ions standing problem o~ how the 
Librar~ should deal with user sene rated modi~ications o~ DEC cop~writed 
so~tware was made. The problem stems from complex and poorlY documented 
concerns o~ certain areas within DEC such as some product lines and the 
leSal depa~tment with resard to maintaining the corporation': interests 
in the area of rights to their software pro~~cts. 

There was considerable sentiment in ~ayor o~ some sort of reQuirement 
for machine readable documentation for every Library submission. I felt 
that on the larger s~stems where magtape, DECtape or other large 
capacit~ media are the rule and the~ are the standard form for 
submissions and distribution this idea would WOrk tetter than on small 
s~stems where submissions ma~ be ~n paper tape or other limited capacity 
media. Generation of machine readable documentation is made much easier 
with a ~roSram such as RUNOFF that will do the ~ormatting o~ the 
finished document. The committee favored making RUNOFF the standard 
for~ for submission of such documentation ~ince ~ more or less 
compatible version is available on the 1~ bi~ 2~)d 3& bit s~stems. I 
pointed out that the onl~ sood, compatible RUNOFF ~or the 12 bit world 
was Tom McInt~re's (which I use ~or this Newslettel ~~r e~ample) but it 
is not available from DEC or DECUS. Tom sells it fo~ a high enou~h 
price that not ever~one will be ~~le to ~et it Just for DEC US Librar~ 
documen~ation. If ~ou have an~ thou~hts o~ this subject or an~ of the 
others send me a note and send a cop~ to Chuc" ~onle~ at DECUS in 
Ma~nard marked for distribution to the rest of the LJ Jrar~ committee. 
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DECUS/US PUBLICATIONS COMMITTEE 

The Publications Committee met durin~ the SprinS S~mposium. The 
principle topics o~ discussion were the various proposals ~or imposing 
charS~s ~or newsletters. It was reported that various people have been 
circulatins proposals ~or a variet~ o~ schemes to this end. It seems 
that onl~ a select inner circle has been in on most o~ this however, At 
the meetins the opinion was expressed that this was a subJect o~ great 
importance to the SIGs and all ~~ DECUS and that it should not be 
handled in secret. Several SIG representatives agreed that many o~ the 
proposals (some of which we still only know about second or third hand> 
would have immense impact on them anti misht even mean the end o~ their 
SIGs or at the very least, the end o~ their Newsletters as we now know 
them. 

A IonS, loud, sometimes bitter discussion ensued during which it became 
apparent that no one in DECUS ~rom the Executive Director on down had 
an~ real idea o~ what the true costs for any part of DECUS were. This 
was so in spite of a drive to determine t~at information that was 
initiated back while I was on the Executive Board more than a ~ear and a 
hal~ aSo. No one is currently able to present a convincing case for an~ 
chanSe or increase in DECUS charges. In the light o~ these discussions, 
the commi+te~ decided to take no action with respect to an~ 

recommendation to the US Executive Board on the subJect of introducing 
charSes for Newsletters (either in the form o~ direct charses or in the 
form of membership ~ees for SIGs or DECUS as a whole). 

The need to resularl~ update the mailing lists ~or each SIG was 
discus~ed. As with the Librar~ cataloss, no one is ever intentionall~ 

removed from a SIG list unless he so reauests or the Post Of~ice returns 
mail addressed to him. There was considerable agreement that a routine 
confirmation of ~our desire to continue receiving newsletters (perhaps 
once a ~ear) would save rnone~. Some auestion was raised as to whether 
DECUS could administer such a program hc~eyer. It was not clear that 
the current mail ins list s~stem has has an~ provisio~ for a way to 
remove a ?erson1s name from individual mail inS lists (~our name is on a 
master list once with flass for each thing you set like the various 
Librar~ Catalossp DECUScope, and the SIG newsletters YO'J have 
reauested). Isn't that a great way ~or a computer u~ers society to have 
its mailing list s~stem designed? 

~~~ther proposal to save mone~ was suggested. Dr. Mark Lewis, the 
outgoing US Publications C~ordinator, ~eels that the -new' DECUScope is 
not worth what it costs. (It is producsd b~ paid DECUS sta~f rather than 
volunters as in the case of the newsletters and it is mailed to the 
entire DECUS membership rather than the limited membership of each SIG.) 
Mark would like to see DECUScope discontinued with the mone~ saved being 
applied to the costs of the newsletters. This is a controversial 
subject and no real action ~.n thp proposal is likel~ for some time. 

A related subJect that was acted upon ~as the Guestion of charges 70r 
back issues of newsletters. When new members Join a SIG they sometimes 
r~Guest back issues to catch UP on what has been going on or to get some 
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article that they need that was published be~ore they Joined. Since the 
very ~irst SIG was started (i.e. the PS/8 Special Interest GrOUF that we 
no~ call the 12 Bit SIG) the back issue policy was for the DECUS of~ice 
to always try their best to accommodate such reauests without a charse. 
Last year the ILC (The DECUS International Liaison CGmmittee - made UP 

o~ one representative o~ each Executive Board) decided to institute a $5 
charse ~or EACH back issue reQuested. This action was taken without 
consulting the US Publications Committee and I am not sure the US 
Executive Board or Publications Chairman were consulted either. (I do 
not think the DECUS bylaws anticipated that the ILC would take on this 
power - it was established as a -liaison- committee only - without any 
power o~ its own - but the various Executive Boards allowed this action 
to ~o unchallenged.> 

Last Fall the Publications Committee voted to reQuest that this absured 
back issue char~e be rescinded~ the Justi~ication for such a charge be 
developed, then a proper procedure under the bylaws be fol~owed in 
determining what i~ any char~e should be adopted. We learned at the 
Publications Committee meeting that that reQuest has been ignored. The 
committee seemed very dissdtis~ied with that so as a result they voted 
to renew and upgrade their -reauest- to a -demand-. 

It has been noted that Just about all the newsletters are published 
u~der the auspices o~ the US Chapter so the US Publication policies are 
the de-facto policies ~or all of DECUS. In e~fect the US Board and its 
Publications Coordinator could, if they choose, unilaterally set 
newsletter policies and procedures as a result. There was sentiment 
expressed at the committee meetin~ to the effect that if the ILC 
continues on its presentp unresponsive course in these matters, the US 
Chapter should consider such unilateral action to deal with ~he 

resulting problems. 

If YOU have any thoughts on Publications issues YOU should send me a 
note and also send a copy to Ely Glazer, DECUS Executive Director~ in 
Maynard, marked for distribution to the US Publications Coordinator and 
Committee. If YOU are in one of the other chapters YOU will also want 
to reQuest distribution to your own Publications Committee and/or 
Executive Board. 

FOCAL SIG 

! attended an organiz~ticnal meeting of the FOCAL S!G~ There was a 
suprisingl~ large turnout with representitives of man~ different 
versions of FOCAL on almost all DEC computers and operating systems as 
well as some others. I hope the organizers will keep us informed of 
what is happening because the 12 Bit family is where FOCAL started and a 
lar~e part of its support comes from our ranks. 

RECENT SUBMISSIONS TO THE DECUS PROGRAM LIBRARY 

Jackie Pa~e, the DECUS librarian for 12 bit programs, has sent me the 
ab$tracts for the following recent submissions. 
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The ~ollowing item is ~rom Ronald P. Larkin at Rockefeller Universit~. 

It is for OS/8 and a Tektronix 4006-1 Graphic Display Terminal on a 
serial interface. 

GT.PA - OS/8 Handler ~or Tektr~nix 4006-1 Graphic Ter.inal as Console 
Device (DECUS 8-866) 
-GT.PA is an OS/8 handler ~or the Tektronix 4006-1 Graphic Displa~ 
Ter.inal in al~hanu.eric mode. It allows the terminal to input and 
output as the console device (device codes 3 and 4). possibl~ replacing 
a telet~pe in this capacit~. The standard OS/8 features are available, 
plus the added feature of stopping at the bottom of the screen during 
output, allowing the operator to hit an~ ke~ in order to erase and 
re~ill the screen with the needed section o~ the text. The handler was 
created b~ Inodif~ing the DEC KLBE.PA handler. It occupies tWG pages.-

The ~ollowi~g two items are ~rom David SFector at DEC in Ha~nard. They 
are short ~outine~ written in PAL that will work on any PDP-S, PDP-12, 
VT-78, or si~ilar ~PU. 

RANDOH.PA - Random Number Generator (DECUS 8-867) 
-This stand-alone subroutine generates a well-distributed seQuence of 
pseudo-random words. It is very ~ast (an average of 13 decimal 
ir ·'Jetion executions per call).· 

HL~~ - Multiplication and Division Subroutines (DECUS 8-868) 
-These -four subroutines do the following sin~le-precision, unsigned 
operations: 

1. Integer Multiplication 
2. Fractional Multiplication 
3. Integer Division (with Remainder) 
4. Fractional Division 

These are suitable for an~ PDP-8 family computer, including the VT-78. 
Full descriptive com.ents appear in the source.-

The ~ollowing item is ~rom P. H. Holtham at the National Research 
Council o~ Canada in Otta~a. It is a one page 09/8 device handler that 
uses a 7 track Magnetic Tape Drive. 

PDP-S to IBM Transfer via 7-track Magnetic Tape (DECUS 8-86S) 
-An OS/8 handler for writin~ ASCII files or output onto 7-track tape is 
provided. Character unpacking and tape blockin~ are done within the 
handler. A fu~ther program for readins the tape into, ~or example, an 
I8H computer, is also ~iven. Both prograffi~ have the capability of 
handling variable record length ~iles.-

The ~ollowing item is b~ Ron Lesser, Gar~ Schick, and Len Zablow ~rom 
the College of Ph~sici~ns and SurSeons at Columbia Universit~ in New 
York. I understand it is the first LINC-8 ~rogram submitted since 1973. 
It runs on a 4k LINC-S, is written in LAP6W and reQuires DECUS L-40. 

AVE4+ - Four Channel Averaser Plus Triggered Simulation (DECUS L-126) 
-AVE4+ is a modi~ication of the average 2 portion of AVERAGE, DECUS 
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proSram L-40, written b~ Dennis J. Nichols. In addition to averaSins 
~our channels o~ data. it has provisions for timins the initiation of 
the averasins sweep and ~or ti.in~ the delivery of stimuli to the 
subJect. Each can be dela~ed in reference to a threshold crossins of 
electrical actvit~ ~ro. the subJect.-

The followin~ item is froa Loe Bowbeer at Clinton Hi~h School in Iowa. 
It runs under FOCAL 69. 

XROOTY - xth Root of Y (DECUS FOCALB-337) 
-The proSra. XROOTY (Xth root of Y) uses an al~orithm based on an 
iterative process to calculatp the integer roots of numbers.-

The following two items are b~ Ch~isto?her A. Kr~zan at Northwestern 
Universit~. The~ run under EDU-30 BASIC in 4k. The first item also 
reQuires a DF-32 disk. 

EDITOR - S~mbolic Editor Program (DECUS BASIC8-92) 
-Text-editins and word processing facilities are welco.e and desired on 
all computer s~ste.s, including small s~stems with onl~ one available 
compiler at one time period. In order to provide editins capabilities 
on even these s.all systeas, EDITOR was created. BASIC was seen as one 
of the most abundant s~ste. lansuages in use on s.all high school 
s~stems, and thus EDITOR was designed in the BASIC lansua~e. 

Text-editing capabilities similar to standard DEC editors and a 
character capacit~ of UP to 6600 ~haracters serve to enchance EDITOR's 
attractiveness.-

SCRHBL - Scrambled Word Generator (DECUS BASIC8-94) 
·Oft~ntimes instructors wish to supplement their lectures with 
extraordinar~ teach inS aids. One common method utilized b~ teachers is 
scra~bled word lists. In order to increase the ease with which lists 
can be co_piled, SCRHBL was created. This proSram will scramble words 
in lists of UP to 150 characters (or more on lar~er computer s~stems). 
An attractive feature o~ this program is its abilit~ to Sene rate 
~ultiple copies ~or mass dist~ibution.· 

The followins item is b~ Ron Voit at Northweast~rn. 
EDU-30 BASIC in 4k and would lik~ a line p~inter but does 
it. 

HADMAZ - Haze Generator (DECUS BASIC8-9S) 

It runs under 
not reauire 

• Computers have man~ non-scientific applications in addit10n to their 
technical side, one o~ which is found in demonstrations and gamins. An 
inte~esting sub-senre of this is the construction and solution of 
puzzles. HADMAZ is de$isned to create 15 x 15 maze puzzles, replete 
with solutions as well. Execution can be Quite lenst~l~' but the results 
are well worth the wa;t.· 

The followin~ item is b~ David C. Nicosia at Northwestern. It has the 
sa.e reouirements as the previous it~m. 

REDPUN - Paper Tape HessaSe Generator (DECUS BASIC8-96) 
'A variet~ o~ prosrams to produce punched paper tape messaSes have been 
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published, but this particular version proves to be one o~ the most 
e~~icent ~et desisned in BASIC. The proSram consists simpl~ o~ a data 
list o~ characters and a routine to enter and output the .essaSe, 
creatins punched tape records o~ UP to 400 characters in length.-

The ~ollowins item is ~rom Pascal Chesnais at the United Nations School 
in New York. It runs under EDU-25 BASIC and reauires a VT-OS. 

CLOCK - Simulation o~ a disital clock on the VT-05 
-This proSram will si.ulate a disital clock on the VT-05 terminal using 
the x,~ plottins srid alread~ progra •• ed into the VT-05.-

The ~ollowinS ite. is ~ro. Jerr~ N. Rabinowtiz at the Cla~mont S~hool 
District in Delaware. It is in -BASIC- and reQuires 8k on ~ -PDP-a/Ie. 

BOWLl and BOWL2 - Bowlins Record Tabulator (DECUS BASIC 8-100) 
8This two-part proSra~ will tabulate weekly records for a bowl inS leasue 
with twelve four man teams; but, can be used for leagues with an~ number 
of teams, and an~ nu.ber of bowlers. It will run under virtually any 
version of BASIC -- NO string handling capabilities are reQuired.-

The ~ollowins item is ~ro. Brad Tebow at the Camelb~ck High School in 
Phoenix· It is written ~or BASIC on the H-P Series 2000F computers! 

BATNUM - Battle o~ Numbers 
-Battle o~ numbers uses a ver~ si_ple formula. It can be beaten if the 
player knows the ~ormula or is very lucky.8 

The ~ollowins items are ~rom Joe Bowbeer at Clinton High School. The~ 
are in -BASIC- (CHANGE specifies EDUsYstem-50) and are all cataloged 
under DEC US BASICS-l02. 

EPSQRT - Extended Precision SQuare Root 
8The proSram EPSQRT is approximately twice as precise as the BASIC -SQR
~unction; the precision ave raSes at about ~i~teen siSnificant fisures. 
The user specifies the total number of digits to be printed in the 
answer.-

EPLG10 - Extended Precision Los Base 10 
The program EPLG10 is a short but ver~ effective routine to determine 
the common .logarithms o~ numbers. The loss are printed to approximatelY 
ten significant ~iSures. The user specifies the number o¥ di~its to be 
p~inted in the mantissa.-

POETRY 
The proSram POETRY composes free verse. It uses knowledge of sentence 
patterns and randomly selects words to assemble them in lines, as 
opposed to randomly picking whole or partial phrases. The poems follow 
the form A-B-A-B, and because of the words chosen they all portraY 
electrical machines takinS over the world and auarrelin~ amon~ 
themselves.-

GRAPHO,GRAPH1,GRAPH2 - Ellipse and Circle Plottin~ 
-The proSrams GRAPHO,GRAPH1, and GRAPH2 plot circles awld ellipses of 
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desired width and heiSht in only one pass per line (to save the most 
time). GRAPHO displays the desired ~orm on an x- y- coordinate system 
best suited ~or plotting inte~er values. The SQuare o~ each x
coordinate is also siven. GRAPH1 plots o'~ly the outline o~ the ellipse 
or circle, omitting the coordinates and numbers. GRAPH2 is identical to 
GRAPH1, but solid ~orms are plctted. GRAPHO plots nearl~ perfect 
ellipses and circles~ while the sraphs o~ the latter two programs, not 
hindered by the coordinates, are perfect. 

CHANGE 
The program CHANGE uses the EdusYstem-50 CHANGE statement to write an 
inputted line o~ UP to ~ort~-eight characters backwards. This routine 
may prove use~ul incorporated into man~ other novelty and same 
programs.-

SEQUES,GEHSQU - Arithmetic Seauences, Geometric Seauences 
-These two short programs solve for unknown values in two types of 
seauences. The proSram SEQUES ~inds unknown terms and the common 
difference in an arithmetic seauence where two terms are known. The 
program GEHSQU solves ~or any unknown terms in a geometric seQuence if 
two terms are known. The common r3tio is also found. 8 

COEFNT,PROBTY,ESPTST - Coe~~icients, Probabilities, ESP Test 
-The program COEFNT sives the coefficents and exponents ~or a binomial 
expansion o~ desired degree. Degrees of one hu~jred or more can be 
solved for because the factorial alSorithm is not used.-

REPEAT - Repeating Decimals 
-The program REPEAT finds the lowest terms ~raction determined by a 
repeating decimal. Any combination of the following ma~ be entered: (1) 
intesers, (2) non-repeating decimal leaders, (3) repeating decimals· 

MEDIA CONVERSION OFFER 

Paul F. Sullivan has written to offer help to ~hose who need media 
conversion services (i~e. yOU need somethinS copied ~rom DECtape to RK05 
disk, etc.). He has available paper tape reader, RX01 floppy disk, 
DECtape, and an RK05 disk. He will SUPpl~ intermedia conversions ~or 
the DEC price ~or the media plus a nominal service ~ee. For information 
contact Ann H. Silv2f C20, Acushnet Company, P.O. Box E916, New Bed~ord, 
MA 02742. 

FROM BRIAN CONVERSE 

COMMENTS ON THE RECENT DISCuSSION OF U/W FOCAL, BASIC AND FORTRAN 

In the be~inning, I suspect, most fDP-8 users w~re a bit awed by the 
computer power they had purchased and worried little that everything 
occurred on paper tape or that each pro~rarn was on a separate one. DEC 
was sellin~ hardware and little else at the PDP-8 level because it 
worked- they made money. Later~ they began to offer such items as FOCAL 
and FORTRAN-II as enticements. The user, and more importantly, 
purchaser, of a minicomputer s~stem ~as more often impressed by hardware 
than so~tware and tended to write most of his early systems in assembler 
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with little resistance to such a task. The selection o~ a minicomputer 
was and o~ten still is in the hands o~ a sin~le user. A~ter all, this 
thin~ will o~ten not do an~ ri~orousl~ de~ined task, but turns out to do 
so~ethin~ that in man~ cases neither the purchaser or an~tod~ else ever 
thought o~. Host -big- computers <whatever that means now) are selected 
via the most mind-bog~lin~ array o~ meetings, evaluation criterias 
bud~et reQuirements, outside consultants and outright briber~ 

imaginable- but these are eas~ to pin down: The~ print bank account 
statements or mix breakfast cereal or something. It is in some respects 
un~ortunate that this is so, since many mini purchasers are more 
impressed b~ hardware ~eatures than so~tware ~eatures, at least be~ore 
the mini arrives and o~ten, in de~ense be~ore others, afterwards. 

Some users, at universities perhaps, became aCGuainted with 
software for large machines through one means or another. Perhaps the 
most bothersome was when a starving computer sciences student was hired 
to shepherd the various mani~estations of paper tape FORTRAN through the 
low-speed reader and with disdain murmured about -disk operating 
systems· and OS/360 or EXECS or HETA~ or something. With impetus ~rom 

users DEC began its long adventures with minicomputer operating systems. 
By this time, the ~ever was rife; the ·ante- ~or a minicomputer was by 
then not onl~ programming languages but this -operating system- thing. 
By the mid-70's not only is the hardware terribly power~ul, but YOU 

simplY can't start or keep a~loat a mini compan~ without something akin 
to 05/360 available (at a sti~f price) ~or the top Q~ the line. There 
is even a ~orm o~ RSX-l1 ~or the LSI-ll! Depend~ng on your point of 
view, this is humorous, tragic, or very innovative -with the later view 
predominating. 

The FPP-12 is variously, to me, at least, a godsend, an albatross, 
a boat anchor, and a hideous mistake. The major hassle with the FPP-l~ 
at this location is that it is very difficult to set PDP-12 ADC values 
into and out o~ it; the fix and float functions ain't so hot. A 32k 
PDP-B (we have onlY 16k) is Quickl~ core-bound when YOU start averaging 
signals and each value uses 3 12-bit words.~. Double-precision floating 
point is admittedly nice, especiallY its complex number capability, but 
now the reQuirement is for six 12-bit ~ords per value! Learning FPP-12 
lariguBse is admittedly not all that hard, but our PDP-12 runs three 
lan~uases for LINe mode, PDP-8 mode and FPP-12 mode. There ?-e 
assemblers which can handle two modes at once (PAL-12, RALF) and th~~e 
are optimized assemblers for a single mode (PAL-8, FLAP), but nothing 
with a consistant and tolerable syntax which handles all three. I/O, as 
I ~entioned previously, is such a pain via the FPP-12 that some PDP-8 
code is usually reGuired and adding it in RALF is made so much ~rouble 
you'd think YOU were paying off some heinous crime committed in a past 
life. There have been several letters about programming the FPP-12 in 
recent newsletters (18, 21) of the order, ·Watch out or this will get 
~ou~·. This is not what an assembler is all about. Perhaps somethins 
like RALF could be made more intelligent to ~he point that it lists 
possible (not definite) trouble points. PAL-8 does it in a primitive 
way, for example. It would additionally be nice if up-ta-date sources 
were available unbyndled from the rest of OS/8 and loose enough in 
coding so that they could be extended by users (to include LINC mode, 
for example). (Note: with luck, MACREL will allow YOU to write macros 
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to do most o~ this. I think many o~ the RALF problems come ~rom the 
very poor documentation and FORTRAN IV's structure and calling 
conventions rather than ~rom the assembler itsel~. R.H.) Some wish to 
·upgrade- to the PDP-ll, but it is not always possible to get a 
programmable, independent FPP, and the boost to 16 bits is not really 
that impressive- try 24 or 32 bits, or plan on it since hardware costs 
are coming down rapidly. All YOU set with the 11 is the possibility (i~ 
DEC dosen't stop tinkering with it) o~ a de ~acto industrs standard 
architecture and instruction set. 

The maJor ~actor at most locations is not which language is best, 
but which language is most popular since YOU have access to a bunch of 
experienced users, necessarily up-to-date documentation, and the latest 
version o~ the language the site can af~ord. The next consideration is 
·can I take it with me?- This auestion as applied to FOCAL and BASIC is 
a very important one; less so with FORTRAN. FORTRAN IV is de~initel~ a 
bitter pill to swallow when ordering a PDP-8- YOU gotta pay extra not 
only ~or the so~tware (let's hear it for those SPR's that say 
aarctangent is bad, but all YOU have to do is patch the source code 
(which YOU undoubtedly hava shelled out many $$$ for right?] and 
reassemble (and sit through another session wi~~ LIBRA to insert] and it 
is again OKa) but also for more core so YOU c~n run it once it arrives 
(pre~erably lots more core unless YOU want to learn about overlays real 
Quick). (Note: I don't agree that FORTRAN IV uses that much more core 
for a given program than the other languages. In my case, I do ~ind 

that it is much easier to write big programs, so I end UP using more 
core ~or that reason. Host o~ the available languages use about 4k ~or 

the run time support, all use at least F IV's 3 words o~ storage per 
variable (except ~or F II's 12-bit integprs), and the stored program 
code is not all that much more or less core efficent in the various 
choices. On the other hand, F IV does offer the chance to use overlays 
if YOU have to have them! R.H.) But some who complain about the cost o~ 
adding FORTRAN IV eagerly defend the need for a mass storage device and 
8k before OS/8 will fly. FOCAL is a fine language, but it is hard to 
find elsewhere. BASIC is easy to ~ind, but never looks the same in two 
places. Even FORTRAN is always manifesting itself in different enough 
forms to cause major conversion problems. Each manufacturer adds 
·superset- features that YOU suddenly discover aren't there on someone 
else's software. (Note: 05/8 FORTRAN IV is one of the best in this 
regard, i.e. i~ has very few ·superset- features that will not be 
ava~lable elsewhe~e - I am not sure if that is good or bad! R.H.) The 
basic argument is that it's very hard to make a case ~or an~ high-level 
language over another across a broad class of P0tential uses. However, 
unlike some aspects of life, people are not so committed to one 
particular language to the point of violence, so a discussion of the 
comparative virtues and faults is usually entertaining. 

Regarding the concern in various issues over what DEC will and will 
not do about PDP-8 software, I suspect that the return on a major DEC 
PDP-8 software ef~ort will not be as high as if the~ committed the 
resources to PDP-i1 work because they'd likely sell more 11's on the 
basis of the new software than 8s. As Bob Dylan is reputed to have said, 
-Just bac~use ~~u ££~~ m~ ~tuff dosen't ffie~f, I owe ~ou dn~~nln9-' and 
the fact there is a huge installed base of PDP-8s that would buy new 
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so~tware can't beat the ~act that there is also a prett~ good-sized base 
of lls and potential bu~ers that would be lured b~ the new software. 
Given an unl~mited amount of capital, DEC would likel~ ~ollow both 
courses, but in a crunch do ~ou think the~'d opt for more 8 so~twareY 

The outside world can o~ten outdo DEC at so~tware: U/W FOCAL is a case 
in point: the trick is to achieve some coordination, perhaps thru DECUS. 
DECUS members o~ten have ver~ low-cost programmin~ resources <slave 
labor> and there are man~ PDP-8 users o~ which a few must be hotshot 
compiler/interpeter/OS desi~ners who could at least fuake UP the 
skeleton. Since modular pro~ram.ing is 8in 8 these da~s and PDP-8 
programmers claim renown for their -tisht 8 codinS, Sro~?s or sioSle 
pro~rammers could take on responsibilit~ for coding small segments of 
the new so~tware which could be tested, veri~ied, and so on until the 
product was finished. Then we'd have software that was eas~ to work on, 
was up-to-date, would be inexpensive with available sources, and would 
~it into a minimal amount o~ core. 

The letter in Newsletter 22 about GR test s~stems usins PDP-as an r " 

03/8 was ver~ interesting. So man~ computers now So out into the worlo 
bolted into the underside of a ~ramis eJector or orbitin~ debris locator 
and do onl~ one task- i~ users realized that there was 05/8 sitting 
there to do other things ma~be the~'d do them when the intended task is 
idle or disconnected. The note about the XV plotter interface was 
interesting as we suddenl~ began to have difficulty with our Houston 
-OHNIGRAPHIC 8 plotter in Harch of 1976. This was not a DEC peripheral, 
so there was some suspicion that the mechanical part of the Houston 
couldn't hack it. Fin211~, a 'scope revealed that the PLPL and PLPR 
were pulses about 5 microseconds wide; the Houston wouldn't swallow 
PLPL. Also, using a ~unction generator, we were able to run the Houston 
offline at more than 500 steps per second (with sauare waves ~507. duty 
c~cle). (Note: Man~ o~ the DEC plotter interfaces are actuall~ set UP 

to run at 200 steps per second rather than 300 which is the nominal 
capabilit~ o~ a Calcomp 56~. On m~ interface the timing would not be 
hard to chanSe - Just a timin~ capacitor on a one shot. R.H.) The 
culprit was so~tware: We had hooked UP the Automatic Priorit~ Interupt 
into our PDP-12 plot program which ~ed plots to the plotter interface as 
fast as it would take them. The electronics in the Hous~on did pretty 
well, considering, but a~ter a few ~ears, a~e and parts tolerances led 
to one or the other o~ the pen drivers beins unable to react to such 
ver~ short pulses. Once the patch was installed, we were able to ·turn 
up· the df~la~ be~ore int'~rrl.Jpt (ol.Jr plotter, and, I Sl..iS?ect, the 565 as 
well, (Ioes not sis!"".al 8movement done- so the interface wai ts an 
approprlate t1me) and run the plotter much ~aster than It had ever Sone 
before. 

Brian Converse 
EPA Clinical Studie~ . sion 
Envi ronmental ProteI.: .., .... u •• ASenc~ 

Hai I [Irop 58 
Research Triansle Park, N.C. 27711 

NOTE FROH STUART DOLE 

Stuart wrote with a ~ew thoughts and susgestions. He sa~s that althouSh 
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he has submitted some patches and enhancements ~or 05/8 BASICp he really 
does not like it (1) becau~e it is very di~~icult to structure prOSramsp 
althoush the abilit~ to leave of~ line nu.bers and use tabs and ~orm 
~eeds in EDIT or TEeO prepared programs helpsp and (2) because it is not 
interrupt driven and all his applications are essentiall~ real-time. 
What he would reall~ like to do is use FORTRAN IV but there are a nu~ber 
of serious proble.s. First, he needs to be able to d~namically open and 
close ~iles as well as test for their existence and size, and second, he 
is concerned that since F4 doesn't do an~ true integer arithmetic it may 
not be any faster than BASIC ~or -number crunchins·. (Note that Bob 
Phelps' USR solves most o~ the ~iles proble.s and is available fro. 
DECUS but this is no e~cuse for DEC not doins the Job right - RH). 

Stuart says that he feels a very real need ~or the B is a good high 
level lanSuase, where the basic constru~ts of structured pro~ram.in~ 
would b~ pri.itive ele.ents, and where there would be .anipulation of 
extended d3ta types. He says PASCAL comes to ~ind as a good canidate. 
To really do it rishtp he thinks there should be the usual 3-word reals 
(~loatin9 point), 12-bit integersp boolean, character, and string 
variatles, as well as pointer t~pes, device re~ester address t~pes, and 
files <of various sorts). One should be able to lookup, enterp and 
close files easily. If a file is not there it sh~uld not be a fatal 
error, and it should be eas~ to get ~ile size. File I/O should be 
possible in one o~ several .odes: character, real, and 12-bit. The 
latter two ousht to have direct access capabilities. Stuart thinks the 
lansuage ·C· on the PDP-11 might be a good model. He considered Roger 
Abbott's ALGOL, but the limited file and string capabilities ruled it 
out even thou~h its speed was very nice. (I would like to add to the 
list .~ desire to be able to trap all error conditions within a prosram 

even control-c so that an ap~lication that is written ~or 
non-comFuter t~pes to use will n~t have to have complex instructions ~or 
error recover~. For example, eyer~ time ~ou t~pe an alph~~~tic 

character while FORTRAN is tr~inS to do numeric input ~ou get an error 
that exits to the monitor with out saving ~our files. Your proSram 
never gets a chance to close and save the files, give the operator a 
second chance or a prompt, tr~ to correct the erro~, or an~ o~ the other 
possible actions. R.H.) 

8K BAT~H 

Jim VanZee recentl~ sent along a copy o~ a write-up on Eduardo J 
Subelman's BATCH8. It is a program designed to be very compatible with 
most of the features of DECis BATCH ~or 05/8 but 1~ runs in the standard 
minimum 8k s~stem rather than reouirins 12k of memor~ the way DEC's 
BATCH does. Jim sa~s that Hr. Subelman is not interested i~ ·siveawa~s· 
but at this point we do not know an~thing further about his plans for 
BAlCH8. The write-up is a brie~ but fairly clean and complete addendum 
to the standard DEC documentation for BATCH which explains how BATCHa 
works, how to get it going, and the diffrences between it and DEC BATCH. 
Jim indicates that his first experiences with BATCHB have been 
favorable. Mr. Subelman is at The Uniyersit~ of California, Berkele~, 
Col lese of Enginearing, Dept. o~ Industrial En~ineering and Operations 
Research. 
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LONGER DECTAPES 

(It looks as thouSh the interest in sQueezing more and more data onto a 
LINCtape is spreading to DECtape. For example I recentl~ received the 
~ollowins letter ~rom Michael E. Mazzoni.) 

8How Ions is a DECtape? 

The 8Small Co.puter Handbook - 1973 8 says a PDP-8 DECtape is ~ormatted 
~or 1474 blocks o~ 129-12 bit words per block. Ahead o~ and behind each 
data block is an interblock zone o~ 5-18 bit-words (10 between each data 
block). The s.allest division o~ a DECtape is a line, or 3 bits. Thus 
each data word uses 4 lines and each word in the interblock zone uses 6 
lines. The total number o~ lines ~or PDP-8 ~ormat is: 

1474 * 129 * 4 = 760584 
88440 + 1474 * 10 * 6 = 

TOTAL 849024 (Small Computer Handbook sa~s 849036) 

The -PDP-l1 Peripherals Handbook - 1973-74- says a PDP-11 DECtape is 
~or.atted ~or 578 blocks o~ 256-18 bit words per block, with the same 
number o~ words in the interblock zone. The total number o~ lines for 
PDP-11 ~ormat is: 

+ 
578 * 256 * 6 = 
578 * 10 * 6 = 

TOTAL 

887808 
34680 

922488 

The PDP-l1 puts 8.7% more lines on the same DECtape. This con~usion is 
perpetuated by DEC in the ~or. o~ a double standard in the DEC tape 
~or.atter (DTFRHT.SV). Who's right? Or m~.~ sensibl~, why are there 
two -lengths· to the same ph~sical pi~ce of tape? 

Optimistically, there are 922488 lines on a DECtape, then the ~ollowing 

chanses to DTFRHT.SV and PIP will allow ~OP-8 DECtape to be ~ormatted 
~or 1600 blocks of 129-12 bit words per blv~k, giving BOO OS/8 blocks 
per tape (less director~ and system blocks> • 

• GET SYS:DTFRHT 
.ODT 
1573/7161 7560 
1574/1011 3077 

;-201-17 
;-3100+1 

The response to -HARK- ~ill now be ·0201 WORDS,3100 BLOCKS.OK ••• • 

Actuall~ 1574 can be chansed to any value. Chuck Lassner tells me that 
he regularly ~ormats for 1728 blocks (loc 1574=3177). 

~ word of caution, though: DEC tapes are no lonser advertised as 260 
feet long, and the tapes shipped me in the last year are definitel~ 
shorter than 260 feet. When I format PDP-11 tapes I have to use only 
one wrap of tape around the risht hand spool when mountin~ the tape! 
even then most tapes run of~ the end during the first pass. 



Chan~e PIP as ~ollows to zero a DECtape ~or 800 blocks: 

.GET SYS:PIP 

.ODT 
13616/6437 6340 ;-1440 
1300G * ... etc ••• 
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I want to acknowledge that most o~ the technical in~ormation needed to 
write this letter was Sraciousl~ supplied by Chuck Lassner.~ 

(Hr. Mazzoni is president o~ Process Control S~stems~ Inc., 18130 s. 
Thornapple Lane~ New Berlin, Wisconsin 53151. I~ ~ou are interested in 
workin~ with non-standard lensth tapes (or other storage .edia\ under 
OS/8 ~ou can avoid havin~ to keep track o~ how Ions each one is and 
havins to patch PIP to zero <and SQuish?) the. by using PARAH~ ZERO, and 
SQUASH ~rom DECsyste./S in the DECUS library. There is a special 
~eature included in the desisn ~or Jus~ this purpose. Ha~be ~ou have 
old DECtapes that have the ~irst rew blocks (director~ or s~ste. area) 
worn out but the rest of the tape is OK. Using these techniQues YOU 
could reuse the. by cuttins thea down and re-~ormatins the~ with fewer 
blocks. R.H.) 

-CHANGE- FUNCTION FOR BASIC 

(Dr. O. Arthur Stiennon contributed the ~o11owing subroutine ~or BASIC. 
His address is Park-ReSent Medical Buildins~ One South Park street, 
Madison, Wisconsin 53715). 

Neither OS/8 nor EDUCOHP (i.e. OHSI) BASIC have a -CHANGE- command to 
convert. a string t.o the correspondins nUIJ.ber. The 5-line subroIJti ... e 
e.bedded in the followins demo will make this use~ul ~eature available. 
(Note: As written, this subroutine works for EDUCOMP BASIC, it needs a 
~ew .odificat.ions for OS/8 BASIC. See also the OS/8 BASIC -VAL
~unction. R.H.) 

100 PRINT DENTER A NUh~RIC STRING-;: INPUT A$ 
110 L=LEN(A$) 
120 GOSUB 200 
130 PRINT -THE CONVERSION IS -;: PRINT S 
140 PRINT • THE STRING IS -;: PRINT AS: PRINT: PRINT 

160 GOTO 100 
200 REM *** 4-LINE CONVERSION SUBROUTINE *** 
210 REM *** CONVERTS 'A$' TO THE INTEGER'S' *** 
220 REM *** CAN'T USE DECIMAL INPUT *** 
230 FOR J=l TO L 
240 LET I=ASCII(HID(A$,J,1»-48 
250 S=S+I*10~(L-J) 

260 NEXT J 
270 RETURN 
300 END 
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VIURAM-8/12 

Eric Wo~sbers Setlt some in~ormation on RO interesting video terminal 
inter~3ce ~or the OMNIBUS (he does nct say if it will work on the DW8e 
bus adapter for the older machines~. The basic product is a single Guad 
board that plu~s into the OMNIBUS and looks like lk of memory which can 
be set to an~ addresses YOU choos~. Connected to the memor~ is a video 
character Senerator that makes comp~site video t~at YOU can ~eed to a 
standard video monitor. The displa~ gives 12 lines of 80 characters. A 
program can update the displa~ by addressin~ the corresponding Rmemory· 
location. Ke~board i~terface and so on are also available. The 
so~tware provided includes: 

a) patches to TEeD to ~i5Pla~ the text bu~fer 
before and after the cursor. 

b) a screen editing pro~ram which is use~ul 
when experimenting with di~~rent screen formats. 

c) an 05/8 device handl~r which allows keyboard 
control of the ou~put (start, stopp scroll rate, 
page or half-page~ search for strin~). 

This seems like an interesting, low cost possibility for certain 
applications. It is slishtly reQiniscent of the VT8e although it 
provides it's own re~resh memor~ and needs separate display and ke~board 
but it does not cause any overhead due to Data Break access to the main 
CPU memory as in the case o~ the VTSe. For in~ormation contact Computer 
TEchnology, 6043 Lawton Ave., Oakland, CA-94618. 

HELP 

The ~ollowing reGuest ~or help recen~ly made it's way to me. 

·We have recently had a PDP81 donated to us as a school by a local 
electronics firm. Some o~ the boards are missing but the main ~rame, 
control panel, and power sUPpl~ are in good shape. We are interested i~ 
approachins this ~rom one of the ~ollowing angles! 1) Picking UP th~ 

necessary boards and peripherals to make it use~ul or 2) sellin~ what is 
available and tlJrnins what we can set out o~ it into the beginnings D~ 
another system that we can use. 

We t~Q'Jld be inte!'ested ir-: pic!~ing 

literature: 
"":).r·'" ...,. • • -r 

a) Small Computer Handbook tor P~P81 
b) Programming Handbook 
c) Logic Handbook 
d) OS/8 Operating s~stem M2nual 

...,." 
~ ...... followins 

We are also interested in Peripheral and I~terfaces for Telet~pe, Video 
display, a Card Reader, and Cassette. 
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What we are able to obtain will be the besinninss of a Computer 
Techincian Pro~ram. 

G. leon Pull~ 
I~s~~uctor, Davis Vocational Center 
45 E~st State 
Farminston, Utah 84025-

PATCH TO THE PATCH FOR INITIAL COMMAND EXECUTION ON STARTUP FOR TDBE 

The January issue contains a patch (P. 21) which allows a Cel command to 
be executed auto.aticall~ upon system bootstrapins. In order ~or this 
patch to work on s~stems usinS TDSE DECtapes as the s~ste~ device a 
sli~ht chan~e .ust be made. The line which reads R,O should read R,66. 
Otherwise make the patch Just as indicated.- (Submitted b~ BenJaain A. 
Fairbank ~ro. the Depart.ent o~ Ps~cholos~, Box 5095, las Cruces, New 
Mexico B8003) 

ERRATA 

In the last newsletter (nu_ber 22) on paSe 7, the statement that 
produces the error was mis-typed. It should have been: 

DiMENSION A(100),B(100) 
EQUIVALENCE (A(100),B(I» 

Thanks to Dous Parmenter ~or pointins out the error. 

FIX FOR INCREMENTAL PLOTTER INTERFACE PROBLEM 

Dan S.ith sent a cop~ of the information on how to deal with the plotter 
inter~ace problem he reported. (Re~erence Tec Tip XYI2-TT-l) 

-The XY12 and XY81 both use the H704 m~dule. I~ the lOT 6501 to check 
the plotter flas is Siven ~oo soon a~ter issuins a Pen Risht or Pen Le~t 
instruction (6511 and 6521), the flops for these instructions are 
cleared and the plotter doesn't respond.-

aA fix for this is to disable the satins on the clock inputs to the Pen 
Ri~ht and Pen left flops when device code 50 is used. This change is to 
the H704. Cut the etch from: E0306 ~o E0309. Add 30-sause wires: E150B 
to E0309, E1503 to £1511, BH2 to E1SI0, E1804 to E1509.· 
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RTS/S WORKING GROUP NOTES FROM LEE NICHOLS 

The "RTS/S Workshop and Papers" session at the Boston Symposium 
was well attended and started off with two excellent application papers. 
Steve Root, of the PDP-8 Software Engineering Group, then described the 
new features planned for RrS/8 Version 3, which will probably be released 
this time next year. Steve is now the prograaner responsible fo~ the 
development and ma.J.nteilance of the RTS/8 system. The reJainder of the 
session was an active---discussion of user ideas and problems in using 
RTS/S. The RrS/S Working Group m.et with Steve that evening -md proposed 
several additional features for Version 3. 

For Version 3, the RJ2S/S tasks will be restructured ~" ~semble 
with MACREL. Major new modules will include a sysgen dialogue for system 
configuration, software to sup.:port the new KT8-A extended memory hardware, 
and a much faster 'l'TY hand1er. Details of the sysgen procedure are 
sketchy so far, but basically, the program will ask a series of questions 
about the possible machine ~nfigurations and generate ~~ee files from 
the user responses. The files generated will be a parameter file, a 
batch file which will assemble the required task modules with MACREL, 
and a second batch file for the 1i.nJting loader. There will also be 
some method of adding user tasks into the sysgen dialogue. :rnitia1ly 
the KTS-A support co~e will probably provide a foreground area of up to 
641{, and a single background task of up to 32K. Using the KT8-A, OS/8 
background programs should run at about 95% of their stand-alone speed. 
The new T'I.:! handler substantia1ly reduces the executive overhead per 
character at a slight loss in interrupt response time. The current 
TTY hand1er begins to load down the system when driving a 9600 baud 
line, particularly when DECNET is in the system. 

During the meeting of the Rl'S/8 Working Group, many good 
suggestions were discussed for enhancing the RTS/8 system. The use of 
MACREL will cause some compatibility problems, so now is the time to 
make any needed syntax changes. After the Jdeeting, Steve tentativ"ely 
agreed to incorporate the fol1owing changes in V~rsion 3: 

1) Add a parameter and the conditional code to save and resto~e 
the EAE step counter when switching context. The step counter will n\. ,t 
be saved at interrupt time. (This will a~d 2 words to the state table 
for each task.) A separate parameter will be used to conditionally 
save the MQ register, when an EAE is not in the CPU. 

2) Modify the CLOCK handler to: Remove a request from the clock 
queue when that request is canceled. Post a specified event flag in 
addition to the CLKMSG event flag after the requested interval. hdd code 
at interrupt level to allow clock rates faster than 5 milliseconds, 
probably 1 millisecond (1KHz) maximum. 
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3) Modify MeR to: Log time in seconds, allow 6 characters for 
task names. Add code to list up to 1.27 tasks in the status list. (It 
turns out this is the only real code addition that is required to a1low 
127 tasks in a RTS/8 systea. 'l'hez:"e i.s usually one .ask in each task 
which .ust be changed frca 0077 t"<.> 01.77. but i bits were alWays allotted 
whenever task nt8" __ : are used in CAL· 8. ) 

·-·_{15~--

4) Modify the ftY handler to: Add the code to share the TTY 
handler bett:een foreground and background tasks. Also add sc.e method 
for the foreground to break througb for high priority messages. Maybe 
add some sort of tiJDeout on keyboard requests. 

5) Change the parameter: file for the SWAPPER task to 
include the names of the non-resident tasks and their partitions. The 
SWAPPER task wou1d l.ook up the block addresses of the non-resident 
tasks autaDi.ttical.ly during system startup, inst:ead of having the user 
enter each-non-resident task name to the coumand decoder. 

6) Add the field of the text to message packets for non-file 
structured devices ('l'TY:, LP'r:, etc.), or at least those packets which 
do not. contain text, but point to a text string or buffer. This will 
be required for MACREL and will be an incompatibility with Version 2B. 
CUrrent1y these text areas mest be in the same field as the task that 
sends them. Having the field as part of the message packet will allow 
passing packets fran task to task and greatly simplify spooling output 
messages for non-file structured devices. 

7) Add some safety checks for the CAL argqments to trap illegal. 
task numbers and arguments, and non-existant tasks. 

Other ideas which were discussed that might be beyond the scope 
of Version 3, but are good user projects are: 

1) Modify the MeR to bea receive only task. This would free the 
TT"l handler automatically and allow user tasks to use the MeR services. 
For example, a user task could ask the H:R to log the date and time, or 
request the time is ASCII to add to a message or data file. This will 
also require modification to the console ter.minal handler to collect 
unsolicited keyboar~ input and pass it to MCR. 

2) Add conditional code to the MCR command decoder so that if 
MeR does not recognize a command entry" 1 t would pass the entry to a 
user task. This would allow quick and simple expansion of the system 
coumands without the user modifying MCR. This technique is us£:<! for 
the EXIT task in Version 2B. 
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3) Create a single KL8A handler which can control all 4 serial 
lines. 

4) Split the current TTY handler into two tasks, one for the 
keyboard and the other for the printer. This would a1low output to 
continue while the keyboard task waited (maybe forever) for user input. 

5) Change the OS8SW task to create and send text messages to 
the TTY handler instead of doing I/O directly. This might be the 
cleanest way to share the TTY handler between the foreground and back
groWld. 

6) Change the OS8SUP/OS8F interlock to remember which devices 
08/8 is using, and allow OS8F free access to any other devices in the 
system. We really need a new concept for this foreground/backgroWld 
interlock! Any suggestions? 

7) Have RTS/8 update the OS/8 date work at midnight. 

If you have any other ideas for enhancing RTS/8, drop me a note, 
and I Ill. see they get to Steve, and I'll publish them. in future news
letters. Now is the time for new ideas while the specifications for 
Version 3 are being prepared. 

Steve will make every effort to release Version 3 as bug free 
as possible, but to do this he needs to know about any bugs users may 
have encountered, and maybe fixed, without subnitting a SPR. If you 
have found a bug, document it as a SPR and get it into the system. 
Also, please send a copy to me. ::If that is too lIlUch trouble, write 
me a note describing the bug or give me a call. M"I address and phone 
number are below. 

During the RTS/8 Working Group meeting, the subject of hal.f-bugs 
came up_ A half-bug is one you think you have, but can't pin down to 
a particular task or sequence. If only one person sees a half-bug, it 
may be a .. lser error or hardware problem. But if several peopl.e see the 
same ha1f-~">ug, it bec,omes something to look into. If you think you 
have found a half-bug, drop me a note. If several users report the 
same half· ... bug, I'll pass it along to Steve. 

A half-bug tha~ was mentioned by several users during DECUS, 
seemed to indicate that the RTS/8 scheduler would occasionally not 
execute a task which became runnable as a result of an interrupt 
service routine request (POSTDS). The runnable task would not execute 
until some other event causedthe scheduler to run. Both Steve and I 
took a long look at this problem but could not make it happen. ~ 
replaced the NULL task with a task which repeatedly scanned the task 
flags table looking for zero (runnable) entries. After about 30 hours 
of running this test program in a busy system, no scheduler errors had 
been encountered. If anyone has seen a problem like this, or has any 
ideas about how to trap it, please contact me. 
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The next issue of Di9'~ t:a1 Software News will document some 
Version 2 bugs. I'll try to write up the unpublished SPR's for the 
next newsl..!tter. 

I would lik~: to fo~ulate some guidelines for submitting 
RrS/8 tasl'"-s to DEetS in order to make them easier to integrate into 
user systems. Any sugqestions?? My initial thoughts are: 

1) Use and document symbolic definitions for r-anory fie1d and 
program origin. 

2) Explain ,.rhat modifications, if any, are necessary to other 
RTS/8 tasks. 

3) Explain "hat effects the new task has on other tasks, if any" 

4) Discuss suggested task priorities, and document the reasons 
if this task needs a special priority. 

5) :L.ist any other tasks which the new task requires that are 
not suppli,ed in th~ regular RrS/8 release. 

I ~:>uld lik"e to compi1e a list of RTS/8 users who have the time 
and interest to assist in the working group efforts. We need people to 
field test software, edit new documentation, etc. If you are interested, 
send me Y01l1 name and. your computer configuration. My address is: 

LHN:jIml 
6/23/77 

Lee Nichols 
E. I. Du Pont 
~perimental Station 
Building 357 
Wi.lmington, DE 19898 
(3.02) 772-3839 
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lYe Research Institute 
20 Staniford St. 
Boston. Mass. 02114 617 742-)140 

A PATCH TO MAKE FORTRAN IV LIBRARY DEPAUL~ DEVICE ~HDl THAN SYS, 

The Fortran IV loader assWIles tha"t "the library is SYS,PORLIB.RL 
unless a dir~.rent library is exp1icit17 specified via the /L option. 
It is often convenient to have the library reside on a device other 
than SYS.. For ex~e. on a DBCt&pe-only system, significant "time 
can be saved by having the library on a unit other than the system 
(since this shortens the distance between the compiler program. and 
the files it ia .ork~ on). We use it to save space on our system 
device, which is a s~l. floppy with a 400-odd OS/8 block capacity. 
Hav~ to 8peci~y the library explicitly every time is a nuisance 
(and means the convenient eeL .LOAD ,':o1llllUld cannot be ... d.) The 
follo.~ patch to LOAD permita ado~~ing a device other than SYS, 
as the default device sor the FOR!RAN library • 

• GET DSK LOAD 
.OD! 

1)214/xxxx 5615 
1)21S/xxxx )6)6 

1)626/xxxx 7200 
4777 
0012 

13631/ 0424 
13632/ 0160 

0000 
7402 
7200 
12)2 
6202 
471) 
12)2 
4771 
0002 
))34 
0000 
5716 
12lf4 
)115 
12)2 

1)6S2/xxxx 5114 

1)773/XXXX 0600 
1)774/xxxx 3225 
1)715/xxxx 6174 
13716/xxxx .3242 
13717/xxxx 0200 

PATCH, CLA 
JIF.s I (200 
12 

DN. DEVICE ~AO 

o 
.>8IL-~ 
CLr . 
TAD DN+l 
CIF 0 
JIIS (IOHAN 
TAD DN+l 
JMS I (200 
2 
LIBRY 
o 
JJ4P I (NOLIB 
TAD .-) 
DCA I (MODTBL+2 
TAD DN+1 
JMP I ()22S 

Not.. the default device is in locationa 136)1-2 in DEVICE 
format, the d.~ault library filename i8 in 1)))4-1 in FILENAME format 
and i8 normally PORLlB •. Jt1.. ~h. above code mak •• "the default library 
DTAO,FORLIB.RL. The above code will work for an, OS/8 device. it need 
no~ be co-resident with SIS., etc. 
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A ~ew notes ~rom Ernst Lopes CardQz~. 

Physiology laboratory University Utrecht 
Vondellaan 24. Ut-acht. Holland 

New MULTIS developmants 

A number of improvements have been made to MULTIA recently. 
Incremental plotters (XYA~) are Yully supported now. Pen movements 
are accumulated by a plotter emulator task and .ritAn into a FIFO disk 
file. Concurrently. the file is read by a subsidiary task and sent to 
the device. In this way the plotter can run at its own speed without 
slowing down the-program or tying UP a terminsl. 

A patchYile is available that makes Fortran IV dynamically addapt to 
MULTI8 background operation if necessary. An addapted version oY the 
Fortra~ IV plotter routines (XYPLOT.RL) is ava~lable too. 

The TC01/TCOR OECtape driver task has been improved. Special feature 
is the abillity to read POP11 Yormatted tapes (256 words oY 1A bits). 
Based on this new driver are two programs. OIR11 and COP11 that run in 
the MULTIB background. With these programs it is nossible to read and 
write RT11 ~iles. and to obtain directory listinws oY RT11 tapes. 

MULTIB goes networking 

Due to its ~lexible Yoreground task structure. MULTIS is well suited 
to data communication and networking. Already one year in operation 
is a package (foreground task + background program) for ~emote job 
entry to CDC CYBER machines. emulating a CDC 200 User Terminal. 
Currently in development is a package that implements device-sharing 
among multiple MULTIA machines. A pilot imple.entation was based on a 
Simple hardware link consisting of two KLBEes (teletype interraces) 
running at 9600 Baud. This version (now in operation) is extremely 
s~mple. yet allows the slave machine to access disks. tapes and 
l~neprinter of the master. In fact the slave machine doesnet need to 
have a system device at all. After togling a 10 instruction bootstrap 
05/8 comes uP. equiped with disk. dectapes and lineprinter. all 
running on a machine with just meMory and a terminal! 

A more soph~sticated protocol will be implemented that alows multiple 
datastreams running conc~rrently over one physical link. This 
protocol will bo symetricel. i.e. there will be no fixed master/slave 
relation among the machines. So us~rs on machine A may use 
peripherals on machine 8 and usel'S on r.1achine B may at the salae time 
use peripherals on machine A. 

The ultimate goal of this effort 
machines. Imagine a network of a 
with the networking software. 
different configurations. with 
lineprinter and magtape on a 
point processor on a third one e 
starts his background program 

• 

is loadsharing among multiple MULTIA 
number of POPA·s. all running MULTIA 

The machines will probably ha~e 
the OECtapes on one machine. 
second machine. and maybe a floating 
Somewhare in the network ~ user 

(running under control of OS/A on his 
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virtual machine). At some point his program starts to output to the 
lir.eprinter. The timesharing subsystem on his machine collects his 
data and sends it over the net~ork to the machine where the 
lineprinter is. A mo.ant later. our users· program starts the FPP. 
It does so by executing certain IOTes which are trapped by tha 
timesharing hardware. In this case the timesharing subsystem 
concludes that there is no FPP on this machine. and consequently ships 
the complete background (all his virtual .emory plus registers etc.) 
through the network to the machine that has an FPP. The same 
mechanism may be used by the (distributed) Net.ork Scheduler to 
distribute the load over the available processors. Tho user will 
never know where his progra. is ex~cuted. To him the system behaves 
as a ti.esharing. syste. equiped with a large set o¥ peripherals and a 
low load level. Clearly. such a system requires very rest DUA links 
to connect the p~ocessors. 

There are two runda.ental dir¥erences between DEeNET and ALINE. 
DECNET is designed to op,rate over long distances (telephone) at 
medium speeds. 8LINE is designed to operated over raliabel. rast or 
very rast connections which nor~ally Ni~l be in-house. lLn~ii'~ 
machines ~hich a~a 311y a few hundred meters apart or even in the sa~e 
cabinet. (Just think oY the power o~ one cabinet with eight eight·s 
! ) • 

In the Las Vegas notes in Newsletter 20 Bob Hassinger wrote about 
discussions regarding the extension or ~~e POPS memory capacity beyond 
32K. Unrortunately. he did not give any ~etail about the "~airly 
Sophisticated approach" that h~s been talked about. As I think this 
Newsletter is a good place to continue the discussion I will make a 
start by oYYering so.e o~ -'y own considerations. Reactions are Yirmly 
Solicited! 

First or all one should make a distinction between the .eMory size and 
the size or the address space. To enlerge the address space is a 
~airly involved operation requiring extensive reprogram.ing oY 
programs that should make use o~ the extra NeMory. I donet think it 
can be done economically. In addition. there is hardly a ne~d Yor a 
larger address space: only very large Fortran IV pro~ra.s might 
beneYit. 

However. it 1S relativaly easy to increase the maximum amount or 
memory that can be accomodated in the mach~ne. It requires one or 8 

few extra E~teded Memory Address lines (onr. reserved line is still 
available on the Omnibus) plus a means to generated the 4 or more bits 
wide EMA·s. Lets assume ror ~ moment that only one extra address li~c 
is added. giving a 64K capability. Because we don·t increase the 
Bdrlress space or the normal .achine. the extra memory can only be ~sed 
when the normal 32K address ,pace is mapped on the available 64~~. 
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SUPPose we run a foreground/background system. with some for~ of 
memory management hardware that maps the virtual addresses genecated 
by the processor (in User Uodel onto the ~4K real memory. This 
requires that the mapping table of the meNory management hardware 
produces 4 bit EUA·s. which is no problem. Only the timesharing 
system (in MULTIB the timesharing subsystem) has to be addapted to 
make use of the extra memory. T~e effect would be a much better real 
to virtual memory ratio. vastly increasing the systems capacity for 
large user programs. Of course. two little problem h~ve to be solved: 

At a few places the timesharing subsystem has to have access to the 
users meNory. e.g. to inspect instructions ~tc. This can be solved in 
the memory management hardware too. by implementing an instruction 
CDFV. This instruction (Change OataField Virtual} loads a register in 
the memory management hardware and sets the interrupt inhibbit 
flipflop. Arter execution o~ this instruction each indirect memory 
reference is mapped to the real field loaded by the CDFV instruction. 
This mode of' operation remains in effect until the next JMP or J~"S. 
which also J"e-enables the interrupt system. Although rather baroque. 
this construction is suff'icient to give the timesharing subsystem 
access to the users· memory. 

The second problem deals with OMA devices. Clearly the use of the 
extra memory would be very restricted if it is not pOSsible to 
transfer data between disk. dectape etc. and the new memory. At first 
Sight. this requires addaptation of' every OUA controler. or order to 
add a bit to the EMA register. There is however. a si~pler solution. 
When a OUA trar.sfer has to occ~r. the device controler will assert the 
Break Request line on the Omnibus~ Then. during TS4 of the cycle 
preceding the actual break cycle. each active OUA device asserts a 
unique data line in order to sort out priorities. This 'act can be 
used to determine which device is going to make the next break cycle. 
Once this is known. a simple piece or logic can drive the extra E~A 

line during the break cycle. So appart Yrom loading the device 
control in the normal rassion. a device handler has to load 8 one bit 
register (presumably located in the memory management hardware). 
corresponding to the OMA priori!;y of t:le device. 

If another free line on the Omnibus can be round. the above schema can 
be extended to larger memory sizes without problems. The main point 
is the sortware addaptions are relative few. and all located in rather 
recent and modular programs (RTSS. MULTIA). There is no need to 
change a single bit in 03/8 or its language processors. 

The constructions described above may even give a solution ror the 
FPP. until now never supported in timesharing systems. The problem 
with the FPP is that it does not fit in the normal memory protection 
schema of the PDPA. However. with the descibed hardware it is 
possible to map all addresses generated by the FPP into some 12K 
section. (Remember the FPP is just another OMA device). This implie5 
that the timesharing software has to place FPP jobs in that particular 
memory area. 
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This is certainly not the only Yeasable approach. I have the 
impression that DEC is looking (working?) in another direction. more 
or less along the following lines. Suppose you place all the memory 
modules on a special section o~ the Omnibus. which is driven through a 
converter that contains the necessary mapping functions. In fact it 
could contain one set of mapPing registers For the processor. and one 
for each of the possible 13 D~A devices. This means that all devic9s 
that access memory are looking to it through the address translation 
logic. (c.f. the PDP11 memory management nardware. where only the 
processor looks through the mapping as it is the only device the 
generates addresses narrower than the actual memory address bus). 

But once this construction has been made. you might want t~ go one 
step further and add a cache memory to the address translator. That 
would allow the processor to run at a much higher speed (e.g. 500 ns 
cycles). To rema~n compatible with the large set of existing 
interfaces. IuT cycles and OMA cycles should remain at 1.4 us (the 
destinction can "easilY" be made by the timing generator). 

Maybe all of this is pure nonsence. However. if none of these or 
Similar things will be implemented. it won·t be because of technical 
impossibilities. I hope ~hat someone will pick UP this Nonologue and 
Nake it a true discussion. 

Login for OS/8 

A nice LOGIN capability can easilly be build on the CHAIN RETURN patch 
submitted in Newsletter 19. page 14. Just write a program ca11e~ 

LOGOUT.SV that does a lookup ~or it·s own save file (which should be 
on SYS:) and enters this blocknumber in word 177 of block O. If the 
system is bootstrapped. this word is loaded in word 17777 and ~s soon 
as the keyboard monitor comes i~. he will chain to LOGOUT.SV. Now 
LOGOUT should perform a LOGIN operation. asking for user name and 
password etc. LOGOUT.SV can easily be written so as to .ake it 
impossible Yor the user to skip it. e.g. by patching location 7605 so 
that 8 manual restart at 7600 won·t work. The only requirement is 
that tha user should run LOGOUT when he leaves the systeM. 
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NOTE FROM BILL HAYGOOD . 

Bill should have ready by the end of July a new version of his multi-user OS/8 
executive system which will support up to 4 terminals on a POP-8/A/e/f/m with 
as little as 12K memo~. Each terminal on the system has its own virtual 32K 
PDP-8 (even if the real system has less memory) and access to all disks (cart
ridge and floppy), paper tape reader/punch. line printer and EAE. (4·one word 
patch to FORTRAN IV will allow it to run under MULTOS-8 using the EAE to get 
really fast computation.) Although the system is based on the DEC RK8-E as the 
main disk (supporting up to 4 drives), plans are being formed to allow use of 
the System Ind~stries disk as the main swapping device. Other supported equip
ment includes memory to 32K and the RX8-E floppy disk (in either/both 12- bit 
or 8- bit modes). The system clock may be anyone of the following: OK8-EA, 
OKS-Ee. DK8-EP, or DKC8-AA. Future enhancements will include a special class 
of IOTls (no additional hardware required) to allow simulation of floating 
point operations. Interested parties may obtain additional information by 
writing to: W. F. Haygood. Jr., 3704 Ridgecrest Drive, Salt Lake City, UTAH 
84118, telephone 801-966-1414. 

FROM ANDREW SHORT 

Another RESORC Table found! 

This is an addition to the note by I.M.Templeton in 
Newsletter 20. DEC multiple-unit handlers have names of the 
form ~A~ or !yBn, where x and y are le~ters and ~ is an 
octal d1git, e.g. DTAO, RKBI. RESORC dec1phers these by 
referrin~ to a table of 7 ~ pairs at 13756 to 13764 
(DT,MT,LT,TD,CS,RK,RF). If it f~J.ls to find a match, it then 
refers to any three-letter names in the table at 14435 to 
14466 and adds a digit in the fourth position. 

For example, our non-DEC disk came with handlers named 
DSKO and DSKl. RESORC called them DSKO and MTBO. After 
l3757/MT was changed to DT, it named them correctly. 
However, I preferred to adopt the DEC convention by changing 
the handler names to Dg~O and DKAl, and changing l3764/RF to 
DK. 

Incidentally, there is a bug in RESORC which gives 
false two-letter names (not recognized by OS/8) to some 
three- and four- letter combinations. These can be avoided 
by patching the RESORC tables with the new names. 



DEPARTMENT OF RADIATION BIOLOGY 
At'lD BIOPHYSICS 

B~b Hassinger 

THE UNIVERSITY of ROCHESTER 
School of Medicine ana Dentistry 

Rochester, New York 14642 

Li~~rty Mutual Research Center 
71 Frankland Road 
Hopkinton, MA 01748 

Dear Bob: 

123 P.A~i 32 

May 6~ .911 

Everytime I read the wonderful 12 Bit S/G Newsletter I am proD!pted 
to write.. However, the problems .. solutions~ h~artbrecik, and happiness take 
so long to WTite that the letter never gets finished. 

Enclosed are very brief notes on many and related things. I hope 
some will save others time that we lost, others snould generate discussion 
and/or answers. The RTS8 - floppy problem. is our largest. 

Kathi Albertini gave us the enclosed DEeNEr Report from the PDPIO -
Decus meeting. A "BAT:" example is enclosed as there is little written 
about this. 

Oh yes, we would very IilUch like to hear about mOre memory. 32K 
is not enough! The writers of RTS/8 have spoiled us forever. 

A writeup o~ DEClO, by Bob Phelps, is enclosed. It is very nice 
for asynchronous cOlllD1.m.ication to the PDP10. 

Please call if there are any qllestions about any of this stuff. 
(716-275-3791). -

It might be a good idea to tell everyone again about Phelps USR 
routine ftlr Fortran IV. I have been using it for years and could not do 
without it. 

GBL:rvb 
enc. 

Inglis 
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BUGS - PROBLEMS AND_~JESTIONS FOR OS/8 - RTS/8 USERS 

(]) PALS VIOA does not work properly in the backgrotmd 'when core ':size 
l~ se't to zero. 

(2) Ei ther RALF or PASS3 of Fortran IV does some strange things with 
"DSK:" - with "OSK" built to say RKI..l:, an execute FOO. FO will 
cre{lte an "W" file on "DSK" but will delete a corresponding FOO. 
LD on the system disk ("SYS:") 

(3) BATCH will always hang on the LPT check in the background dua to 
RTS/8 design - this looks like it will be fixed with V28 RTS/8. 

(4) BATCH (the one;: distributed with OS/8 V3 (don't know about V3C) 
checks core by issuing the CDF 6XXl. In a 32K system it executes 
one too many lOT's - doing a 6301 (a user lOT). A 1705 board with 
a device select of 30 will have it's interrupt turned on - causing 
endless problems. 

The above two problems have been fixed with a version of batch 
called SHAV V7. 

(5) Speaking of 1705 boards, the older versions (REVS) of the 1705 have 
a defect in that data is strobed to tbe output at the same ti me as 
the data break priority bit is on the dat'" lines. This gives low 
probability random noise on one to two of the bits in a 1705, 
according to the priority of the data break devices. This is very 
noticeable in a time sharing environment, like RTS/8. 

(6) This is wall-known but often forgotten problem--serial interfaces 
such as the KLSJ--or older TTY 10 has the interrupt turned on with 
a clear from switches or CAF (6007) on 8/E. This interface is 
often used for line printers and one must remeuber to turn the 
interrupt enable flag off before using the LPT tDlder RTS/8" if you 
use the kludge system of the LPT in 05/8 - RTS/8. (V2B should be 
the answer here--spooling will also be easy!) • 

. (7) The equivalence statement of Fortran IV does not always work in 
3.05. (It seems to in V 3.03 when equivalencing 3 dimension 
arrays. 

(8) Writing in true 9 track format on a $12,000 TUI0 (!M8E) on the PDPS 
with OS/8 CUSPS, or the latest of the DEC handles is not possible. 
The data break controller makes this so. Expansion of the buffer 
is necessary for 9 track format--something which could have been 
done in hard\liare. Bob ~helps has writt·en a handle which requires 
16K but will work with FOTP PIP. Peter Lemkin's MAGIO did not 
work for us (Fortran lIon the 8?) Our PDPIO sail must be 
different since 911 we got were error messages with the companion 
PDPIO version. The whOle problem needs much more discussion in the 
newsletter. 
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BUGS - PROBLEMS AND QUESTIONS FOR 05/8 - RTS/8 USERS - continued. 

C_ 

(9) eCL is the bug of the yea1r and my longtime gripe. V3C release 
is no better if not worse. 

a) When ASSIGN is used to assign DSK: to other than the bui 1 t 
DSK: the output sid~ of a eeL command goes to the built DSK ~ld 
the input side comes from the assigned DSK:. DSK should be 
looked up as in V3C's Direct to see if it; is assigned. (The 
software support manual even suggests this.) Help should t~\e 
files £rom the SYS: only. 

b) Help does not need a spec~al routine si4ce it only need chain 
to ~irect.S"I-if the user types help or help.! or chain to Plp.sV 
if a file is specified. 

c) CREF, for most uses need only call PAL8 with Ie option set-
as distributed it doesn't work at all. 

d) VERSION or some other co~~d could return -- the eeL re~{~iscence. 
It is not difficult as mentioned in JAN Newsletter. 

e) The tables don't matCh error states that things are incompatible. 
It should say ''TYPE R CC L TO INSTALL". To new users incompatible 
means hopeless! (as L~ no TTY: handler in system). 

f) All the above problems plus many small ones are fixed in a version 
from our lab called Version U. 

Here are $ome problems we have not been able to solve: 

(10) Under RS8/S - OS18 - 3 control C's in the buffer and nothing works 
for two cr threp. ceL commands thereafter! 

(11) With a task LPT: handler in V?B' how will the SET LPT: command work? 

(12) It would be nice if you could flag crRL character in LPT: handler. 

(13) Ihe $64,000 RTS/8 question. 

Since we use only field 0 for RTS/8 we often need to restore the 
REAL 05/8 field one monitor head before returning to OS/8. This 
is done by turning the trap off and calling the old OS/8 system 
field 0 handler to 4'ead block 0 to field one page 7600. ". 'loS 

works fine for PK8, RK8E and tape, but not for floppies. 
WHY?'??? 

How pUght we do this if we can't read block zero with the floppy 
handler. 
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BUGS - PROBLEMS AND QUESTIONS FOR OS/8 - RTS/8 USERS - continued. 

{14) It would be nice to be able to patch the system USR ENTER call to 
put in our time of day in an extra information word. Is there 
an easy way to do this? Think how fancy you could make eeL then, 
just like the PDP 10. 

JUK)NG TIlE WISH YOU WOi.!!.D LIST! 

(IS) Reserve the free system block for keeping the backgrotmd syst.;.~m head. 
A restore 05/8 background system head task is small, easy and very 

_ useful. It could be added to RTS/8 OS/8. 

(16) We have also incorporated an unknown lOO'LST for RTS/8 - 05/8 which 
does whatever 'the OS/8 lor is supposed to do when ilt the list--
this makes it easy to implement PTR, PTP--and even data break devices 
(with one more routine to take care of the field Iar). It saves 
many RTS/8 tasks and much work and :::>pac-e. 

(17) Bob Phelps bas written a routine for ASCII communication between 
PDPIO and 8{E--even in background--can talk at 9600 baud--
with any speed TTY: full wild card functions of 0$/8 command 
decoder. Works very well for ASCII. 

Does anyone know of PALlO for the DEClO which is up to date!?!? 

(18) Hardware Notice! 

Printronix makes a line printer (300 lines per minute) 
--with upper and lower case standard. It is . very nice and 

high quality print on standard paper. 
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BUGS - PR08LE~ AND QUESTIONS FOR OS/8 - RTS/8 USERS - continued 

(19) The Skeci Users Group now distributes a time sharing state notation 
language which rtms in the foreground - while OS/8 runs in 
background. A background monitor compiles loads and allows 
variables to be changed whi Ie as many as twelve different 
independent p"rograms rtm in the fo:regroWld! 

The language has limited mathematical capability and is designed 
as a process control and da~a collection system! 

Data collected in foregrclBld may be analyzed in backgrotmd by 
Fortran IV, basic etc. while as many as 12 data files collect 
data! Clock resolution is IOms. but can be rtm faster with 

-fewer stations. 

A manual and JDUe:.; more information is available from Dr. Snapper~ 
SKED Users Gro~, Kalama7.oo~ Nachigan; telephone (616) 383-1872 or 
contact G. Inglis, University of Rochester Medical Center, Department 
of Radiation Biology aad Biophysics, OO-G-22, Rochester, New York 14642; 
telephone (716) 275-3791. 



THE FDLLO'''INQ IS AN EXAMPLE OF USING THE -BAT" HANDLER '23 PAGE 37 -
Ttl READ INPUT FROt1 THE BATCH FILE RATHER THAN THE 
THE KEYBOARD. THE BATCH HANDLER (BAT:) t1UST BE 
INSERTED INTO THE OS/9 SYSTEM USING BUILD.SV 
-THE HANDLER IS PROVIDED BY DEC IN VERSION 3 AND 3C OF OS/B. 

THE BAT HANDLER CAN BE CALLED 
BY ANY PROGRAt1 SUCH AS BASIC. FOCAL DR FORTRAN. 
IT WILL READ UP TO THE ..... . DATA IS THEN READ FRDtt 
THE BATCH BUFFER AS SPECIFIED BY THE FOR~T STATEMENT OF 
THE READ STATEMENT . 

• ~OB TO TEST BATCH ~ER 
· DA 
· FRTS TEBT 

HI--THE BATCH HANDLER WDRK~!! 
ITHE • BELOW MEANS EDF TO THE BAT: HANDLER 
ITHE BATCH HANDLER WILL EAT THESE Ct:JI9tENTS 
lAND EVERYTHING ELSE -TILL THE ... tI. 
$ DONE WITH ANSWERS 
• DA 
SEND 

OS/8 FORTRAN I V 3. 05 

0002 
0003 
0004 

c TEST BATCH FORTRAN 
DIMENSION TEXT(5) 
DATA YES/'Y'I.UNIT/41 
WRITE (4,29) 

~AN 16 1977 PAGE ONE 

0005 29 
0006 -

FOR"AT('OTAKE INPUT FROM BATCH FILE <Y OR N) ?: ',$) 
READ (4.25)ANSWER 

0007 25 
0010 
0011 
'1012 
1013 
0014 100 
0015 60 
0016 20 
C017 
0020 30 
0021 
0022 50 
0023 
0024 

FORt1AT(Al) 
IF (ANSWER. HE. YES)QO TO 60 
UNIT =9 
CALL USR(UNIT, 'BAT: ',2,ERR) 
IF(ERR.NE.O)WRITE (4,100)ERR 
FORMAT('USR ERROR '. 13) 
WRITE(4,20) 
FORMAT('OENTER TEXT') 
READ(UNIT.30)TEXT 
FORMAT(5A6) 
WRITE(4,50)TEXT 
FORt1AT(lH ,5A6) 
STOP 
END 
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DEC NET OVERVIEW 
CHAIRMAN: PAUL HASHFIELD, ONLINE 5 YS"'f EMS , PA 

NATHAN TEICHOLTZ FROM DEC GAVE AN OVERVIEW OF THE 
STATUS OF THE DECNET PRO~ECT ALL OF THE PROTOCOLS: DAP, 
NSP, NICE AND DDCMP ARE NOW STABILIZED. DAP MAKES SENSE OUT 
OF THE INFORMATION THAT FLOWS THROUGH THE NETWORK. NSP 
TAKES CARE OF ROUTING FLOW CONTROL, MAINTAINS LOGICAL LINKS, 
PROVIDES INTERRUPT MECHANISM AND PROVIDES ONLINE MAINTENANCE 
FEATURES. NICE DEALS WITH COMMAND AND ERROR INFORMATION. 
nDCMP IS THE PHYSICAL LINK PROTOCOL. THE NSP DOCUMENTATION 
HAS NOT YET BEEN CLEANED UP SO IT IS NOT YET AVAILABLE TO 
THE USERS. ANFI0 WILL BE RELEASED WITH 6.03 AND PROVIDES A 
WAY TO MIGRATE TO nECNET BUT IT 15 NOT DEC NET PROTOCOL. 
,",UDQING FROM USER COMMENTS AT THIS MEETING, THE NSP PROTOCOL 
HAS BEEN SOMEWHAT VOLATILE DURING ITS DEVELOPMENT. IT WAS 
STABILIZED PREVIOUSLY AND CHANGED FAIRLY RADICALLY SINCE 
THEN, SO PEOPLE PLANNING DECNET TYPE THINgS SHOULD PROBABLY 
BE AWARE OF THIS. 

THE FOLLOWING CHART SHOWS THE STATUS OF THE DEC NET 
SOFTWARE AS OF THE END OF 1977, SOME OF THESE FEATURES 
ALREADY EXIST. THE NUMBERS BELOW INDICATE THE MACHINE THAT 
THE FEATURE IS OR WILL BE IMPLEMENTED FOR. THE 10 IS 
NOTICEABLY LACKING IN FEATURES. THE USERS WERE ENCOURAGED 
TO MAKE KNOWN THEIR NEEDS FOR DEC NET FLATURES TO BRIAN 
SAMUELS. 
1 - 10 
2 - 20 
3 - RSX l1M/S 
4 - RSX 110 lAS 
5 - RTl1 
6 - RSTS/E 
7 - RTS.8 

DECNET FUNCTIONALITY 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

USER/PROGRAMMER 
TASK TO TASK 
FILE TRANSFER 
FILE ACCESS 
DATA ENTRV TERMINAL 
TIME SHAR ING TERM. 

COMMUNICATIONS 
POINT TO POINT 
MULTIPOINT 
ROUTING 
GATEWAYS 

X X X X X X X 
X X X X 
X X X 

X 
X 

X X X X X X X 
X V2 V2 V2 V2 
X V2 
V2 

V2 INDICATES THAT THE FEATURE WILL BE AVAILABLE 
WITH VERSION 2 OF THE DEC NET SOFTWARE. 
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DEClO runs on a PDP-B and allows th@ user to 
communicate with a PDP-tO via the PDP-S's console terminal 
and a KLB-~ asvnchronous communications interface. The user 
can engage in t~o-~ay conversation with the PDP-tO as if the 
PDP-S's terminal ~1ere hook@d directly to the PDP-tO. In 
addition. the user can issue co .. ands ~hich transfer files 
between any OS/8 device and the PDP-I0 disk. 

CommunicatioTt with the PDP-10 is initiated with the 
OSIS command 

. R DEClO 

ilr the CeL command 

. TEN 

to ~hich the PDP-l0 ~ill respond if it is connected and 
running. The next "." to appear on the terminal is a prompt 
from the PDP-I0 and not ~rom OS/S. At this point, the user 
can type any legal command to the PDP-I0 and receive its 
reply as if the PDP-B was not even present. 

1.0 SPECIAL COMMANDS 

I~ the user begins a command after the PDP-I0 u n 

prompt with a l'I"~ the command ..,ill be intercepted b'J. the 
OS/8 command deco:der and will result in any of several 
actions. The cOlo.and must include one or more switches and 
an optional device:filena.e.ext specification. Since the 
"/" is transmittl!d to the com.and decoder, the command must 
begin with a switch specification. Other switches, of 
course, may appear any~here in the command line and may be 
combined in any logical combination. 

1. 1 Log in 5'\11 i t c h -- / 1_ -:n n 

The IL s~itch logs the user onto the PDP-I0 account 
[1001,10nn). The user must supply the passCilord. If used in 
conJunction with other s~itches. the "/L" is superfluous if 
the equals option is non-zero. If /L is specified without 
an e~uals option~ or i~ the equals option is zero. the 
PDP-l0 is logged onto account [1001,1004] and the passCilord 
is supplied by the PDP-B. The user may log onto any PDP-I0 
account with an explicit LOGIN command. 
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1.2 Logo*f Ana Return Switches 10 And IX 

If either /0 or /X is included in a command decoder 
specification, control will be returned to OS/8 after 
completion of the current command. /0 ~ill log the user of~ 
of the PDP-10 and IX ~ill r~turn to OS/S without logging the 
user of~. 

1.3 Crash Character -- ~, 

I~ the user gets stuEk (fOT exa.ple if the PuP-10 
crashes) and the no~mal co..ands don't Mork~ ~ontrol ~il1 be 
returned to 05/8 when the user tvpes a CT~L-' t~ontrol 
backslash. ~hich on some terminals is a CTRL-SHIFT-Li. 

1.4 Help - IH 

For a s! .. unmary of cocaaaands and SCili tches~ type .. .lH". 

2.0 FILE TRANSMISSION -- IS AND IR 

Files may be transmitted to or fro. the PDP-10. 
basic cO.OIand is 

/S dev:filename.ext 

to send files to the PDP-tO and 

IR dev:filena.e.ext 

The. 

to receive files from the PDP-tO. For this ~or. o~ the 
co •• and, the files must have the same name on the PDP-tO and 
the PDP-B. Onlv one file can be received with one coamand# 
although it may be the concatination of seveTal PDP-lO files 
(see the IN comm.rid below). Several files .ay be sent with 
on,! command, ho",ever. In this case, the filenames and 
devices are separated with co.mas using standard OS/8 
conventions and the •• ... ild card*' characteT's "7" and "*" are 
allobled. If no OS/8 device is stated, DSK: is assumed and 
if no extension is stated, .XO is assumed. 

2. I Explicit PDP-I0 Filenames -- IN 

Since osla only allows 2 character extensions, explicit 
names must be specified to transfer PDP-tO files with three 
character extensions. If the /N option is specified, the 
DEClO program "'ill prompt the user for the PDP-tO filename. 
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This feature may also be used to specify .ultiple PDP-tO 
~iles to be concatinated upon reception into one DS/8 file 
or to specifv ppn's othe~ than the one the user is logged 
onto. A maximum of 24 characters is allo~ed in the 
specification. 

2.2 Binarv Files ~- /8 

Addition of the 18 .-itch to a co ... nd specffication 
will result in special binary for.~t f~4~~ being 
trans~itted. Files trans.itted fro. the PDP-LO are assumed 
to be in "i.age" for.at such .5 those creat .. d by the 
assa.bler PALlO. The, ~ill be stored on the P~-8 in a 
for.at accepted bV ABSLDR. Files trans.itted froa the PDP-8 
are assu •• d to be double p~ecision (24 bit) integeT nunbers 
and are stored on the PDP-tO in unfor.atted FORTRAN f~~ •• t. 
A 256 .ord 05/8 block can be read .ith a single unfor •• tted 
READ st.t ••• nt into a 128 .l._ent list. The second 12 bi~ 
~ord of each pair on the PDP-8 is .ssu.ed to contain the 
high order bits. The two 12 bit words packed into each list 
el •• ant can be sepa~at.d si.pl, by dividing bg 4096. 

2.3 Execute --IE 

It is possible to send a ~ile to be executed as a 
PDP-lO co ... nd rather than having the file stored on the 
disk. To do this, use the IE s.itch ~athe~ than the IS 
s.itch. Caution: Since the entire *ile is sent without 
10, the ~ile .ust not be 
longe~ than the PDP-10 ~ill allow the user to tlpe ahead. 

3.0 USINQ DEClO WITH PDP-B eeL AND BATCH 

All of the command5 may be specified in a single 
co.aand line with the eeL co .. and TEN. When a legal file 
tr~ns.ission command is specified as part 0* the eeL co .. and 
TEN. control always returns to OS/S and the user is logged 
off unless the /X s.itch was specified. This feature can be 
used to send files and submit Jobs to the PDP-10 under OS/8 
batch. For example: 

. TEN DATA. to/S/B/L/X 

. TEN SUI0/E 

ILogin and send a data 
Ifile, binarv mode, to the PDP-10. 
IDon't logout when done . 
ISubmit a b.tch Job to the 
IPDP-tO to process the dat •. 
ISUtO.XO contains the state.ent 
I .SU filename 
ILogof' when submitted. 



Heinz St. g b au e r 
B'rBL - J(oodl.ing 
Technikerstr. 1 - 5 
A - 2340 HOE D L 1: N G 
Austri.a 

Robert Bassinger, 12 Bit SIG Coo~ator 
c/o DECUS 
146 Main Street 
MAYNABD. JU. 01'5" 
USA 

Dear S:I.r, 

Mtid1ing, 77-06-02 

123 PAGE..t,.? 

• 

having drawn a 10t of good :l.deaa f"ro. the 12 Bit SZG Xevsl.etter 
t~~l nov X'. ;1ad to b. able to contri.bute a l.itt1e for my part. 
Pl. .... , .ake use of the enc10sed artie1e if you tb±nk it might 
intereat anyone. 

1: aa a teacher at a technical. col.lege near Vienna. Ve own a 
PDP-S/_ with 28JC. of core memory, rolfs cia, 4 DBCtape drive., 
1 TTY'., 3 LAl6 and a pl.otter. Norma1l.y we run EDU-2S BASIC, 
8om9t~e. 05/8 for demonstration purposes. For pl.otter programs 
we use OS/8 BASIC with a .e1~9 user function package. 

Youra aincerel.y I/~~ 

on D.nAPll; DU-2, BA.S:tC 

R.~er~iDg to the contr~bution of Mr. 01son ~ the i.ssue of March 
(Ko. 21) concerning EDU-2S BAS:IC usage with a sing1. DECtape 
drive X want to remarks 

The proposed sol.ution - .a.SSZGNinB DTA 1 to SYS - :l.s not po.sib1" 
ainee EDU-2S aa a mu1tiuser aystea ie fu11y :l.nterrupt driven 
and therefore baa its own ~t.r.na1 hand1er iude.d. EDU-25 usos 
DECtape Un:l.t; for progr .. storace and Uni.t 1 processing data 
fi1e. UDder program control. It'. the handler to dec~de which 
unit to u.e by checking the filename extensi.ona (_:ax or .Dx). 

Changing 1ocation 1,;4) from '_76 t~ 7;;; (Ver.ion ,) forces 
the handl.er to direct &11. types of :£:l.1e. to Uni:t;. This change 
doesn't af£ect the execution speed, except the processing of 
data fi1e. if another user ia requesting program storage or 
retrieval. operationa concurrent1y. 

Bowever, renouncing to the use of data fi1aa in BASiC programs 
and commands 11ke FXLELOG, it is possible to run EDU-2S 
without any modification at a11 on a aing1e DBCtape drive. 
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."ILLLUl FElSDEL 
DiTcctOl' •• 4(ontr«iI 

N~ J lOJPitai & InSlitul~ 

MONTREAL NEUROLOGICAL HOSPITAL was. ALPHOSSINE HOWlETT 
Dinctorof A.~~SD-ricd 

JOSH'll 'URns 
NmroloriU-irJ-Chirf 

GlUES 8£RTRA ... D 
Nt:1I'O~"'in-CIri.tf 

.E ..... AltD f. GRAHAM.!oI..D. 
Rqis:rar 

c.uou~ Il08EJtTSOS. It. S ••. S • M s.: A. 
fJftctorof Nur~ 

Mr.R. Hassinger, 

AND 

MONTREAL NEUROLOGICAL INSTITUTE 
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I was interested in the recent 1iscussion of high level languages 
available under OS/8. While I have never used Basic or Focal, I have used 
Fortran II extensively and recently used Fortran IV. 

I have done a lot of programing in Fortran II using SABR sub
routines to speed up certain calculations or for real time data collect
ion. Most of our wrk is in EEG analysis and cerebral blood flow measure
ment and because of speed and data thruput requirements we use mostly 
integer aritiluetic. We have a PEe _gnetic tape unit and RKS disk on a 
32K PDP-12. We use the DECUS BLOCK 1/0 and a tape read/wri te rout; ne that 
uses DMA transfers to the magnetic tape drive. 

We recently bought a second-hand FPP-12. It was not until we 
started doing SOlIe Fortran IV programing tha.t we realized a problan not 
mentioned by your other correspondents. Because the FPP-12 uses 15 bit 
address~s, it does not care about 4K~ry field boundaries. This allows 
it to put arrays anywhere in memory, including across field boundaries. 
Sine'! the disk and tape drives we haVg used independent address registers 
and extension field registers for DMA access, it 1s not possible for them 
to transfer data across a field boundary. This and tnefact that we now 
have a great n..mer of SABR routines means we have made very little use 
of Fortran IV excett for off-1 ine "n_ber crunching". 

In order to get some use out of the FPP-12, I have recently 
converted all the rloating point routines on the Fortran II system to 
use the FPP-12 hardware. To do this it is necessary to modify the 
compiler to generate constants compatible with the FPP-12 and this will 
be done shortly. A speed factor of 6 is typical in loops using all real 
arithmetic for tests so far. So far ol'ly the basic functions "+' ....... II 
.. ~u and "x" use the hardware but selected functions, eg LOG or SIN 
could be rewritten to run entirely in the FPP-12 which would speed up 
programs which use these even more. r would be interested to hear 
from others who have tried something similar. 

I have dlso modified the Fonmat routines to ~11ow commas to 
separate numbers on input I,F or E formats. 

CJT/gr 

c!~ 
C.J. Thompson, 
Computer Engineer 
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Hopkintown, Massachusetts 01748 

Dear Bob: 
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This is just a short rlote in appreciation for, and in support of, the 
position taken by Lars Pabler in bis COI1BUJl.ication which appeared in t22 of 
this newsletter. It's not that I don't appreciate the problems which confront 
users who have small syste:ms, with sparse peripherals, and l.im:ited dollar 
resources, because :r certain1y do! (I've been there .... ) However, it often 
seems as if an inordinate amount: of effort is being devoted to the developnent 
of languages and interactive-use systems (such as U/W FOCAL) for these limited 
configurations.. At SOBle point, there is surely a c!:OSsover between the yield 
to be expected from. pxoqrcDBL.""q effort, and that to be expected from the 
expenditure of some msources on bardware. 

We, too, have found that the expense of purchasing more core, some disks, 
an F.P.P., and the DEC-supplied high-level sofb!L~, is less than that which 
wou1d have been required to qet a smaller system to do what we need by 
developing softwa%e .. 

Of coU%Se, I can only second !an' conments about the tradeoffs involved 
i.n adoptinq systems such as U/W FOCAL. OUr real-time processinq needs, and 
our occasiona1 need for super-fast n1.Dber crunching in t.1te middle of a real
time application, absolutely p%eclude the use of anything as slow as FOCAL. 
And, as was said, with the right hardware, using TECO or a similar editor, 
and CCL-controlled compile/execute sequences, OS-8 appears almost as interact
ive as a core-resident system. 'l'hat is not to say that there isn't a lot of. 
work to be done in interactive ProqraJll Development Systems (because there is) , 
but just that the tack taken in u!W ~ (or in the BASIC executives) J.s only 
trivially helpful, compared to what is really needed. 

Often, it seems as if the l2-bit gxoup is really composed of two sub
groups, and pemaps people-resources versus hardware-resources is a qood way 
to define the division. We all appreciate the work done by those with 
people-resources to spare, but let' s also keep up the qood work and the 
infozmation interchange amonq those with larger systems, who are usinCZ more 
of the high-level systems and 1anquaqes. 

Since:w--ely yours, 

Ude-
Dick Meltzer 
General Electric Co. / InfoDDation Systems Pxograms 
Arlinqton, Virqirda 22202 
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GENERALlATExAND CHEMICAL CORPORATION (opOmo) 

P.O.BOX498 • ASHLAND 

419-289-2727 

OHIO 4480~ 

May 3, 1977 

Mr. Bob Hassinger-
Liberty ... tual Research Center 
71 Frankland Road 
Hopkinton, Massachu3etts 01748 

Subject: Request for elongated lin~s for listings (12 BIT SIS 
NEWSlETTER 121, page 6, par. 3) 

Dear Mr. Hassi nger: 

I have implemented elongated heading lines for a Centronics printer. 
The program is a significant modification to CREF 12 (for PDP-12 
DIAL-MS cross reference listings - source and binary in DECUS 12-208). 
This program is sCJDeWhat IIQre involved than Jim VanZee'~; request -
but it at least illustrates a method of elongating t~~ ~~tle line 
of a listing. (I have not attempted changes to PAL 8 or PAL 12 yet.) 

You immediately run into problems on elon9ation of characters - what 
if the listing is to a device (LPT or. TTY) that accepts less than 132 
columns? Since the elongation effectively doubles the column output 
you have to check Hscxnething'l to be sure elongation is not going to 
print off page or worse - wrap around. In DIAl this was fairly simple 
{understatement?} and in OS/8, maybe looking up "columns" in the 
handler can be done in a straight forward manner. 

I have sent three pages of the CREFTITL listing, the title page. and~ 
where the header is constructed. Let me explain a little more: 

1. Depending upon "paper size", a pointer to the header buffer 
is set up. 
= 132 columns pOints to TITLE 2 • 
• 132 columns pOints to TITLE 1. 
~ 132 columns changes loc 2617 to 216 (elongate). 

2. The date in DIAl is input within the CREF program - there's 
no dateword in DIAL. 

3. The first line of a listing, if a comment line (starting 
with a slash) causes the first 8 character's or less to be 
the program name {or less if a space is found.} 

RECOMMENOATIONS FOR TtlE USE OF OUR MATERIALS ARE BASEO UPON LABORATORY TESTS A"D EYALUATIO NS BELIEYED TO BE ~ELIA8LE. HOWEVER, THERE IS 
NO EXPRESSEO OR IMPLIED WARRANTY AS TO RESULTS OBTAINED OR TO BE OBTA'NED BY OTHERS WHO MAY MAKE USE OF THIS INFORMATION OR WITH RESPECT 
TCT THE A8SENCE. EXISTENCE. OR YALIDITY OF PATENTS MIGHTS. IF ANY. OF OTHERS INYOLVING ANY COMPOSITION OR PROCESS HEREIN REFEHRED TO: ClR AN 
INDUCEMENT OR RECOMMENDATION FOR THE VIOLATION OF ANY SUCH PATENT RIGHTS. AND RESPONSIBILITY AND LIABILITY THEREFORE IS DISCLAIMED. 
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3. conti nued -

These characters are also used to fOnD a lOx12 character 
mat~ for the big title page preceding the listing 
(similar to DEC 10 listings). 

4. Up to 32 characters are used as the title line of each page. 

5. The title line is completed by an octal page number. 

If you or Jim would like more infonnation on this program (and donlt 
have DECUS 12-208). let me know - lid be glad to send it along. 

(Please excuse the Xerox copy pas~ups - I donlt have the luxury of 
~uction copying). 

Subject: Receipt of Newsletters. 

Bob. I received the March Newsletter on April 28, one day before the 
deadline for material to be included in the May Newsletter. The 
January copy was receivMi on March 2, etc.. Therefore, I too must 
I'complain U about the turnaround time. 

Incidentally, the Newsletter is my only source of infomatioal re DEC. 
For some reason the Software News and OS/8 updates stopped coming in 
September 1976. and DECUS updates don I t seem to come at all. Software 
ordered on LINCTAPE f~ DECUS has been (bl~ntly put) lousy. with 
tapes containing multiple errors, apparently introduced during copying. 
And you are never sure which version is being sent. May I suggest 
version numbers for DECUS submissions and that they be "written" 
somewhere? 

Sincerely yours, 

H. S. Hopkins, Jr. 

HSH/ef 
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~(9)@{t<ID ®W~{t@I1ffil® 
VB Dab SyaIema LImIted 
Tudor ROid. AJtrinciwm. Cheshi .. WA14 5Rl. England. Telephone: 061-928 9747 Telex: 667079 

Mr. Bob Hassinger, 
12 Bit SIG, 
c/oOECUS, 
146 Main Street, 
Maynard, MA 01754, 
U.s.A. 

Oe8I'Bob 

9th May, 1977 

PI1P8A Power Fail ProlBct 

We manufacture real-time computer systems for scientific instnmentation, 
~~ as mass spectrometers and electron spectrometers, and have recently been re
configuring our systems f.rom POP8E based to PDP8A/420 and PDP8A/620 based 
Sistema. This changeover has gone very smoothly after the expected initial 
problema of rnech9nical mounting of the CPUS in our cabinets. On the software 
aide we have been delighted since all of our software suite of 15(1( PAL-8 
Assembler code (running under OS8/RTS8) executes without any modification, save 
for the insertion of the single instruction 6103 in every intern.tpt handler chain. 
Since it was not at all obvious that this would be needed I thought it would be 
wOi-thwhl!e to doctment this problem for other PDP8A users. 

The DEC-supplied hardware of one of our typical systems (of which we sell 50 
8 year) has 16K of core, RKBE disk, RX8A floppy and 'iT55 graphic display 
tenninai. Translating this to the PDP8A, we of course need the KMB-A Option 
Board (M8317) to use the memory exterwion and time-ahare control facility. 
However this board also has, for free, the power-faU protect logic on it. Bew8re~ 
This logic has an intemJpt enabled flag, which camot be disabled by links or 
switches. Furthermore the flag is set by the AC LOW signal rather than by 
reduction of the low v~ltage DC (+5 volt etc.). In our Ind..-trial envirorment we 
hav~ mains supply fluctuations and noise which ~3ye cauaet! the following 
phenomena:-

1. AC LOW trigger of Power Fail :- Every 20 minutes (average) 
2. Disk transport starts to run down:- " times in 6 months. 
3. CPU RLN light goes 0lJ t :- Once in 6 months. 

Case 1 can be ov~rcome by clearing the power-fail protect flag (CAL = 6103) 
Case 2 j .. t auspenda operation of the system for twenty seconds 
Case 3 is the one where power-fail protect software would have been useful. 

Note that neither the POP8A front-panel INIT button nor the software CAF 
inatnJctiun (6007) clears the power fail flag. (The POP8A hancllGOk does not make 
this point). 

continued overleaf:-

Directors: ••• A. Ealtwell. B.Sc., P. Powers, M.Sc.. B.Sc., 
M. J. PIfb. "$c., H. G. Stre«a, M. J. W.ninoton. Pfl.O., B.Se. 

Revt.tered in England No. 1139724. 
Rtgistertd OffICe: Imbeftlome Lane, E~ Grinstead. Sussex. 
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Mr. Bob Hassinger -2-

It also .em. to me that RTS-8 VI and 2 do not handl~ the power-fail 
logic for a POPSA. Apart from aaaming that if you ha,.~ the power-fall protect 
facility you use it (as on a POP8E), there is no CAL instruction (6103) which 
you need to clear the AC LOW intern.tpt (PDPBA Users Manual D.6-52). I ooderatand 
that POP8A support is bei~ given in RT5-8 V.28 so no doubt the extra code 
will be added. 

Yours sincerely 

14th ~~ 
M. J. Wallington 

SoftwaJ-e Director 

Copies to:- Mr. Gary Cole, DEC Maynard. 
Mr. Derek Wood, pop-a OEM Support, Reading. 

-~ 
f 
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Query from Alan Cleary. New Castle Upon Tyne. 

We have a 16k 8/E with one RK8E drive and DECtape. We have 
purchased a DP8E synchronous modem adaptor. with the Intention of 
emulatln It 2'180 BJE to transmit 0818 mes to and from the University's 
mM3'10. I have obtained the DECUS program 8-'133. but it won ~t run 
under OS/8 and needs a card reader. Before starting to reinvent the 
wheel. I would like to know whether any other SlG member has any 
useful experience along these lines. 

Remarks-by Lars Palmer: 
I have also thought along these lines and I'm quite certain that an answer 
to this has a large gener!d interest. 

Hutton + Rostron. a firm of consul.ting architects in the 
UK. are setting up an information service dealing vi th 
software for the construction industry. !.i.~is vi 11 complement 
their International Directory of Compute~' Progr&mS .for the 
Building Industry, which is being re"rised -r'')r publication 
later in 1977 

The Directory is a world-wide source of ref'erence 
for computer services to the construction indtLc;try, and 
covers all topics likely to be of interest to the architect. 
engineer or planner, :from design of off-shore structures to 
irrigation planning, as well as subjects more closely relat~d 
to the building industry, such as structural analysis. heating 
and ventilation, and desigI' of electrical. services 

Information is collected by quebtionnaires, and abstracts are 
prepared and published as s, free service. Hutton + Rostron will 
also prepare two-page descriptions of programs or services, to 
be included in a separate section of the book. These descriptions 
are pr:::pared in the same way as those completed by the firm for 
the Department of' the Environment and the magazine Building in 
the UK. As well as giving good publicity, these descriptions also 
provide a good basis for future company Ii terature, whic..~ 
Hutton + Rostron will also organise if required 

For further details, contact Hutton + Rostron, Netley House, 
GomshalJ, Surrey, GU5 9QA. UK 
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